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Forests,

frees
lifetime to grow a pine or an oak. ami
when cut down they eytn only be replaced
bv the- plautiug or preservation of other
trees, and by protecting their infanev and
-paring their growth for another generation.
And as trees "row in all countries
are
needy! lor'the health of all nations,’
Hay Fever.
and are indispensable in the industries of
In lsiis Professor Helmholtz, announced
every people—their pie-en ation becomes,
the discovery of low organisms in the sea~ just stated. a matter of universal e'oncretion of the nasal cavity of persons suieeri!, and < e in which ail nations may
from hay fever, and l’rof. Binv, in
most
iriateh unit* t«» earn ierward. lcring
i'lii' w. rk has heeii inaugurated by the a recent letter on the subject says: I 'have
suffered since 1847 from this catarrh, the
•Tfeut holding. at Vienna, of the interattack coming on regularly in the liav
ntioi.ai
.ingle" e[ Forest Cu’turisis. at
tin Italian !Selgian French, <ler- season, and the speciality being that it
ceases in the cool weather, bin on the
inan, Dutch and Hungarian governments
other hand, quickly reaches a great intenvere represented—hv
delegation oi nearfour hundred memlier—and where the sity on exposure to"sunshine. It is attended by violent sneezing and a thin corrosive
die forest' i- a protection
preservation
In a short time a painlul in"f the water supply formed the ehiet topic discharge.
ol diseussio
the deliberations of this flammation ol the mucous membrane and
often ot the skin ol the nose supervenes,
body brought out such facts and stato.Manv rivers in together with fever and headache. In n
n-iu- as the u I intv dig
a
id e aintries have shrunken to small cool room these symptoms are relieved
her« are essentially dry. In hut there remains a soreness of the memI’ele-tine the springs are lower than in brane. which after a time disappears.
The curious dependence ol the discu.-e j
Greece has -utVerod in tnis
termertime'
on the" season of the
year, suggested to
espeei from the cutting down el the torme the thought that
i': in Hungnn the dreughl is
organisms might be;
periodic
fruitful than the origin ot tin* mischief, in examining ;
lormi-riv
Nett, on the oilier hand, what the secretions. 1 reguiarlv lonnd in the |
‘. I\ •
heel the positive "i soils from the Iasi liv, years eertaiu vibrio-like bodies in |
planting ot large number-of! fees in such it. which at other limes 1 eould not obdistricts
la tin in do ei lower Kgypl. serve in my nasal secretion.
They are
vein
small, and can only be recognized
tiieve were lorinei t
i! ii\ s- or si\ days
I rain
n tile enl ire n r
lit ihe plant- with tin* immersion lens of a very good
Ii is characteristic ol the
ing oft wenty miliioi of trees, performed microscope.
imder direel i. .a ei Alehemel Ali, the num- common isolated single joints that they
contain four nuclei in n row. of which two
ber ei rainy dav~ in the t ear has been in
reused to forty-lit *. Formerly, rain was are more closely unite I. I pon the warm
triet oil the Sue/ objective stage they move with moderate
in mere vibration, partlv
t anal
but
b
11. ,1 eauti; t\ as
opened, activity, partly
mid the laud lei' i.•■■me saturated with shooting backwards and forwards in the
in,| plants hav«* direction of their long axis; in lower temuatei. trei -. shrubIt i- to
e ot n. and till
ha-si. nlii t inereasetl the pcr.nllire they are very inactive.
] in noted lluu
only that kind of secretion
umber el rad if die
1 hreiighoiit the disli'i.i
\n• I this marked
-from contains them which is expelled by violent
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Childless

Mother.

\i;v ci.kmmm: amks.

lay hiiv

tasks down one Ione.
I 'it in the silence in twilight's grace:
<>nt of it' shadow, soft and dun.
steals like a star my baby's face.
are the world's poor joys.
How poor to me all its pomp and pride!
In mv lap lie the baby's idle toy-.
In this very room the baby died.

Mocking cold

1 will shut these broken t«>vs away
Under the jid where they mutely hide:
1 will smile in the* fare of the noi-y day.
Ju<t as if baby bad never died.
will take iis» my work once more.
As if 1 had never laid x down:
Who will dream that 1 ever wore
Motherhood's line and holy crow a
I

Who will deem mv life ever bore
l rnit the sweeter in grief and pain:
The Hitting smile 1 hat the baby won
Outrayed the lighj of the loftiest brain.
I'll meet him in the world's rude din.
W ho hath outlived his mother
Id
Who hath forsaken her love for -inI will be spared her pang in thU.
Man’s way is hard and sore beset :
Many must fall, but few ran win.
Thanks, dear shepherd! My lamb is -aft*,
safe from sorrow and 'ath from -in.
Wvvriheless. the win k long.
And tears leap in the light of the
I'd low m\ world for a cradle soil:*..
And a hi" from baby—olds one.
1 rent

1

change

e

It has been stalgood authority that the rivers ot
N tv Knglan
iv« dimin shed in t olunie
e
half century. during which
1 »n sts have I icon cut
: ime th<
'll to fur.-h fuel ie* ur iaei 11 vies a in i furnaces and
T

ed

enino nearer

hem

on

■

-and i. many instances, nianuiacurer- lee. e iu-eii
obliged to entplov steam
i
drive the mills lovmerly operated b\
lint il there are instances of this
water,
kind among us. there are also those jiM
as marked in the opposite uireetion.
The e..nter-ion ot the desert ot Flail
into a country ot vegetation has already
raised
f tiie Salt Lake at least

engines

sneezing: that which drops slowly does
not contain any.
When I first s;,w the
statement regarding the poisonous act ion
ol quinine upon infusoria. I determined at
once
in make an experiment with that
substance, thinking that these vibrionic
bodies, even il they did not cause the

whole illness, still could render it milch
more unpleasant
through their movements, and the decompositions caused hv
them. For that purpose I made a neutral
dilute solution of the sulphate ot quinine.
1 then lay flat on my back, keeping my
bead very low. and poured with a pipette
about a leaspoonful into both nostrils
Then I turned my head about to let the
liquor (low in all directions. The desired
effect was obtained immediati ly. and remained for some hours. I eould not expose myself to the sun without tils of
sneezing, and the otherdisagreeable symptom-coming on. It was suflieient to repeat
the treatment three times a day. even undcr tlie most unfavorable circumstances,
In keep myself quite free from the ant.ey
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Koiuiiiiseence of Seventy Years Ago.

On Saturday Ilia Hill ol .Inly, l.snl,
this city witnessed the mo-t solemn and
In that time.

Washii gtnu had lieeu eeleiirati'tl with all
the |•<ii■ I]i of whit'll the age was capable.
Inn that was merely .1 civic demonstration ol' resiieet and sorrow
W hen Hamilton wa- liuried the populace beheld the
eorjise of the dead, and saw in his funeral
the result ul a. terrible crime.
It was not
only the dealli of an exalted and almost
idolized i ■ador. but bis death by murder,
that gave such a deep and unutterable
thrill to the heart of the public. The
history of t hi tragedy is so tamiliav to

readers that a mere reference is -ulliIt w ill lie rci eient to revive its power.
lnembeied that the cause ol the duel, as
j
t
! alleged by 'oloncl liurr. was the retleetion
made upon him by Hamilton in conversation with (icneral Coopci and others
our

j
I several years previously. This, however,
1 was bul a pretext for .settling a long acThere was a eonstitutional an tag- |
I count.
onistn between these two gifted men. but
j I
!
hough their mutual antipathy had been of
longstanding, its bloody termination was
little expected. Only four years previousing symptoms. [Serihiier's.
ly they had served as united counsel,
even feet
run r level. ThroughOn.iNi; Smx<;u.s.
In 1 I>> I built a
having been associated in one of the most
out K a a-as. I ’an. and Nebraska the plmitshed l'rom the house to tin1 barii with two j important murilm- eases which had ever
ag ot leres; trees lias ]ifodneed a complete root: shingled it with saplin pine shingles. occurred in this city
1'his w as the trial
me
eiimate
and
of
those
States,
liange
One roof or on one side 1 oiled with hank of Levi Weeks fur the murder of (lulielma ;
are
m
hv
longer blighted
hey
drought oil. which is the cheapest oil in market— i sands, and was commonly sailed "the ;
.uni searched by the -uu.
murder."
then worth about forty cents per gallon, Manhattan
Miss Sands was tile daughter id’ a
Foreign states have recognized the mi- worth about sixty cents now—and it has
nor: anee of eontroling this matter: and
proved an experiment worth being made ! JSfitisli otlicer and lived with her uncle.

Switzerland, l'russia and the German
States the governments are pursuing not
only a rational but a legal mode lor the
protection of forests and the encouragement oi tree culture
Audit was to make
general throughout the nations this action
of
of a lew
the States that the International Congress..! Forest t ulturists was held,
through this means it is to be hoped that
the system of forest conservancy may become general, and that by a universal s\ stem one country may not sutler in consei|ueneeoi tin* igimrinee or indifference of
another
■

u

In
air own
Slate greater attention
should tie oil I’ll to this matter
Then- is
beginning to lie a scarcity ot wood and
timber throughout the older portions of
the State, and lumbermen each succeeding

year are seeking avenues into the tarther
interior tor the purpose of obtaining large
and small lumber m every description.
About our older towns, ar.d upon the
farms that have been long cleared, then*,
are acres upon acres of waste land, that
could he devoted to no better purpose than
And we believe the
to grow up to invest.
aw of teh. L’llth, 1871'. in regard to the
exemption from taxation of land devoted
to tran.sp.anted iorest trees, should he so
changed as to include all land set aside
lorthe growth of forest trees, in any town
nr township ot Maine, at the discretion of
the town authorities
[ Maine Farmer.
Tho

I'armor*'

Insect

Pests.

I he recent

known to others.
The root' or -ide not
oiled had to lie shingled over eight or ten
years ago. The side which I oiled is yet
I oiled it over agatn last (all, and
good
how much longer it will last 1 don't know ;
Inn 1 do know it has lasted twenty-live
years without repearing : ml without leak-

ing

hast fall 1 oiled other roots besides the
which was oiled in ISIS, and 1 think
suplin pine shingles, well oiled when first
laid, if they are dry. and well oiled once
in ten years, would last an age.
X. II. The shingles should be perfectly
dry when oiled, and as much oil put on
as will strike in. [for. Mirror and Farmer.
one

Yot Ni. Duetts. The best IboJ for
young ducks js oatmeal. II' they are
hatched under a hen. you may let them
be at liberty with Iter providing them
it
oatmeal mixed with water in a plate,
there is water they (to the lien's great
discomfort) will dabble about on the edge
It hatched
ol' it. and find some tood.
under a duck, the safest plan i- to coniine
them lor a fortnight in some old place,
such as a pigstye, where the laulty paving
or earth allows of puddles. They must be
fed here in the same way. The objection
to a duck being at liberty with her brood
is. she drags them about towards evening,
when the llies are about ; sin- takes them
under beetling banks, and often leaves
some behind.
Where there is only a
small and open pond the duok' may be
safely left at liberty with her brood.
| (tottage (laniener.

reports nl vast swarms of
grasshoppers in the grain-growing States
in Mari: Hoc lU ta:.
Healthy, easily
"t the North-west are of alarming interest
anil tlie inquiry eotne- is there no made and really valuable; will keep si\
The eminent American astrono- or eight months; three months alter it is
remedy
ale. This remer. !>r. It. A. (iould, writing from his made it is almost equal to
Twelve ounces
■iiservatory at < ordova in the Argentine ceipt is for fifteen gallons:
ten eggs; put
( onfedcration last fall,
reported enormous hops, six quarts molasses,
anmlters of grasshoppers then frequenting the hops in a bag and boil them fifteen
in
that part of South America.
One train ol minutes in three pails of water; put
them he computed 1
he live miles in the molasses while hoi, and pour itimiowidth. literally darkening the sun, ami diatelv into a strong ale cask which can
Imrne northward in a dense band not less be made perfectly air tight and put in
than two thousand feet tliick. They were the remainder of the water cold: let the
evidently drifted in tin- strong; trade-wind mixture stand until cool, and then add
blowing; alone the Andean Sierras, and the eggs, well beaten. This beer will not
appeared to he entirely at the mercy of ferment in e.dd weather, unless put in
the winds
I-it possible that, as the win- quite a warm plaee.
ter of the Southern hemisphere closed,
these roving; clouds o| grnin-destroyinc
Typhoid lever again and again occurs,
insects iiave migrated, with spring;, across where its origin is unsuspected, lint where
the equator and entered the Western science—il it were called in—would point
States; The question, however prepos- at once to a leaky drain, or a defective
terous it may at lirst sound, is not so easy
vault polluting the family water supply.
to dispose ol.
A case of this kind came under the
Whatever answer we mat
'rive the observations ol Dr. (ionld show, writer's observation, where live children
at any rate, a congeniality ot the soil and
in one family were sick at once with tyclimate occupied by thest dangerous in- phoid fever; and where the well water,
eets iii hot 11 hemispheres. Tito Argen- upon examination, proved to have sixty
tine Lopuhin-, Iving under (lie shadow of grains of soli*l matter to the gallon dis-
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engaged

to

In*

married In the

prisoner. One night she accompanied him
sleigh-drive, so it was alleged, and
returned.

When Weeks was interIter he denied that die
accompanied him, and although it was
proved that she left her room to go with
linn no one saw them depart together. A
! week afte wards, as some boys were playj ing on iiu commons ttlie locality being
j1 near Spring street) they discovered a
corpse in one of the wells belonging to
the .Manhattan l.'ompant. The alarm was
given, and the body was lonnd to I"' that
<d the missing girl. An intense excitement
followed, and Weeks was indicted and
ij-tsiit r.tins efinto
Ho imd intluential
I friends, who w ere determined to employ
| the best legal talent, lhirr was then
lorty-live years old. and had won a repuj tation as an adroit and tenacious attorney,
and an expert in the use of all kinds id
never

rogated concerning

j legal strategy,

■

tlte Andes, with its undulating, treeless.
I ampas. swept by the howling pamperos
or westerly mountain w inds, corresponds
precisely with the geographical prairie
licit ill the I 'lilted states, swept by the
Kooky Mountain winds and subjected to
i Ids strikgreat iliermometrie extreme-..
ing fact may prove suggestive ol the condition- under which these insert armies
breed, and. it the hint is pursued by the
-agaeintisand scientific agriculturist, may
lead to some method of predicting or preventing then'ruinous invasions. The habits and haunts ol -neb insects are ot na- ;
tional iinportanee to determine and to!
make known, tor they often threaten na-j
tional famine The < olnradn beet.le, whoso
true domicile i- the Kooky Mountains,
w here it feeds rut a species of wild potato, 1
had, in 1*AP, advanced eastward only as I
lar as Omaha.
Leaving; behind i! nourishing colonies, ii entered Jowa in lstig, and j
crossed the Mississippi into Illinois in IKi;.",,
reaching Canada and New England by j
low inarches in ]JS7d.
It is said that its
passageaeross the Atlantic is a more question of time, if it has not already boon
.■fleeted
tf it enters Europe and finds
there a congenial home, the potato crop
nod garden crops generally must suffer
mmense depredations
p,ut we refer to
tin* subject "I these insect
ravages on tlte
grain and garden crops to showMie neces-itv tor .some corrective. It is incredible
that well directed and patient investigation of agricultural scientists can supply
no remedial agent or devise no method of
destroying the young while in the ground.
The invasion ot such swanis of grasshoppers as 1 >r. Could leisurely observed
for two days over the arid plains of La
Plata it may he beyond human power to
deal with, ‘lint not so the ordinary bands
which die in the soil in the Western winter and germinate with tlte warmth ol
spring. Can not some rebel measure bo
provided by the original investigators of
agricultural society? [N. Y. Heiaid.

was

in a

|

lie was also

recognized

the leader of the northern republicans
—a tact which soon afterwards placed him
in nomination tor the Presidency. Hamilton was a ye at younger, and enjoyed distinction as a statesman, a man ot unsurpassed eloquence and the. leading federalist of New York.
’1 wo such noted
lawyers, and especially such political
opponents, had never previously been
associated in criminal practice: anti indeed
this was the first murder of importance
which had occurred since the Revolution.
The ease lasted three days, and the
prisoner was acquitted: blit many considered him guilty, and no one had been
found on whom circumstances fastened
the deed so powerfully. The trial took
place .March ;!1, I Sill.), in Federal llall,
which occupied the site on which the
Treasury now stands, and the judge was
Chancellor Lansing, who subsequently
a-

perished in so mysterious a manner.
Indeed, the whole allair was a series ol
tragedies. |u addition to the hard fate of
-Miss Samis, was that of the counsel for
the defence. One of these killed the other,

and then became

while the
died by
violence or accident, lie disappeared in
a mannci which has never been
explained.
Some assert that he hanged himself ill the
garret nt the City Hotel, and that his
friends buried the body secretly; while
others say that he left the hold for the
Albany steamboat, which then lay at the
toot of Cedar street, and that he toll into
the slip and was drowned, it is to be remembered that at tiie very time when
Hamilton was tints associated with lhirr
he was, in his private correspondence,
writing bitter tilings against him. lie
was deeply convinced that lhirr was a
dangerous man to societt and to the
a

fugitive,

judge either committed suicide
;

The relation of cause and
solved in it!
effect was distinct enough here. ['American Homes.

or

country.

I o tin' n turn uC the dm 1.
Alii']' llii'
murder triul ]inrr and Hamilton never
were
found in harmony, and indeed

they ceased to lie even on speaking terms.
They \\ ere antagonistic leaders of political
opinion, and the division of panics was
then alien accompanied by the most hitter
when a handsome hompiol was handed personal hostility. 1 tnrr had four years
her she ottered to pax lor it, which, of previously been di I eat ed in the Presidential
course, xvas declined, when, with a’look
canvass, and though this defeat grew out
lull of gratitude, she exclaimed, “.May j ot a division in the republican party, yet
the l.ord dostis meet you at the gate of lie- federalists, among whom Hamilton
lleaven with a crown of roses." Nothing ; was so influential, lure a part in it. P.nrr
a ladx
A poor Irishwoman
of our aeipiaintanee lor a Mow or or two to
put in the ham I of her dead infant, ami

could lie
as

more

poetical.

touch inglv hen lit i I ill

as

well j

no doubt ascribed his ill-sueeess to Hamilton's unconcealed opposition, and was determined to inflict the highest punishment
in his power—death by the pistol—even it
he perished in the attempt.
At the time
the duel took place Iiurr \\u> a widower,

What can be pleasanter than the life of
Missouri farmer? At, daylight lie gets
op and examines the holes around his
corn-hills for cut-worms; then he smashes and his only child, Theodosia, had been
eoddling-molli larv.'e with a hoe-handle for some years married to Joseph Alston,
lienee he
until breakfast. The forenoon is devoted (iovernor of South Carolina,
On the
to watering the potato-bugs with a solu- stood almost alone in the world.
tion of Paris green, and alter dinner all other hand, Hamilton was the head of a
hands turn out to pour boiling water on large family, which depended solely upon
the chintz hugs in the corn and wheat his earnings, lintli men were in embarfields. In the evening a favorite occupa- rassed circumstances, and though holding
tion is smudging peach trees to discourage large amounts of real estate, they were
the enreulio. and after a brief season of deeply in debt. Hamilton had a country
but bis family
family devotion at the shrine of the night- seat called “TheinGrange,”
the winter. He was in
tlyin<r ooleoptera, all the folks retire and lived in the city
the fulness of his powers, and had recently
sleep soundly till Aurora reddens the east,
and the grasshoppers tinkle against the delivered at Hudson his great, effort in
to the labors ot defense of the liberty of the press, being
panes and summon them
counsel tor Harry Cross-well, who was
another day.
prosecuted for libel on Thomas Jefferson,
Ethan Ai.i.kn I.'ndai xti:i>. It was said iiurr previously had an office at the corner
that there was nothing that would daunt of Cedar and Nassau streets, but on bis
Ethan Allen, or make him afraid. Two election to the Vice-Presidency he abandoned the profession ot the law. The
young men thought they would make a
trial, and see if they could not for once directory records him thus: “AaronBurr,
frighten him. They knew he had passed Vice-President ot the United States, Richup street by the burying ground, and mond Hill.” llis place was in the suburbs
would return late in the evening, so they of the city, and had been occupied by very
dressed themselves up in white, putting distinguished men. General Washington
on the
popular appearance of a ghost. used it as his headquarters in the summer
When Allen came back they came out of of 1776, and after the establishment of the
the graveyard directly before him. Allen federal government Vice-President Adams
stopped, looked at them, and said, “It you lived there until the removal to PhiladelBurr was the third historical
An old Tenuesee citizen attended church are angels, you won’t hurt anybody; if phia.
a few days ago tor the first time, but they you are men, the Hero of Ticonderoga character who occupied the noted dwelling,
can’t fool him again. He expected to see ain’t afraid ol the face ol clay, and if you and his name has clung to it longer than
are devils, come, go home with me, for 1
that of his predecessors, 'flic building
a cage of performing h vettas. and not a
remained as bile as lspi, and was at ’that
married your sister."
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time a place of amusement, where the last view <>| that
group which he had so
writer, who was then a mere youth, at- greatly wronged. The spectacle was too
tended dancing-school.
painlul lbr him, and lie closed his eyes in
Having resolved on the duel, liurr tent mental agony; but when tin' children (six
:
Hamilton a message demanding explana- in number) were withdrawn he consoled
tion of the remarks which the latter hail 1 his wife with the words
Remember,
made. This took place on the 18th of Eliza, you arc a Christian." Here lie was
dune. It is not proposed to give these subsequently visited
by ISishop Moore,
well-known facts in detail, but the writer who was gratified to hear the dying man's
mention
that
four
letters
exwere
may
repentance, and administered to him the
changed between the principals, and nine communion according to the custom of
days elapsed before a challenge was sent. the Protestant Episcopal church. HamilHamilton had a clear view of the deter- ton's wound was beyond human aid;
mination of his correspondent. He saw Hosark found on
post-mortem examinathat a hostile message was inevitable, and tion that, the bullet had fractured the third
being in obedience to what are falsely rib and then passed through the liver and
vailed tin' laws of honor, lie accepted it diaphragm and lodged in the second lnm-;
as soon as offered. He was
conscientiously bar vertebra. Hamilton lingered in great
opposed to f!u> practice, with very good | agony until the next day at two o'clock in
reason indeed, since his son
Phillip had the afternoon, when lie expired. Thus
fallen in a duel with Adam Packer two Aaron Rurr obtained “satisfaction."
Hamilton's city residence was closed for
years previously : but he could not break
the iron rule of military life.
He would the season, or the funeral would probably
not send a challenge, but he would not have been held there. The remains, howrefuse one. 1 lv li.adtwenty years previously ever. were removed from
Rayard's to the
served as a -eeond. and now lie appeared I house oi .John II. ( !itilt h. No. :.’b Robinson
as a
streei.
chinvh was so dear a friend that
principal.
On the I oui'Ih ol' .(illy, I si M, just a wvi-t he had been named as one of the
|
event-j
beforetho duel, both parlies attended lho I tors of his will, and no doubt craved
this j
dinner ol' thn Society of the Cincinnati. la-1
prhilege of hospitality to the dead. |
Hamilton was in good spirits ami -mv Robinson street, a- most of our readers
I'lm 1 Irani." w liioii limn was apopnlai know, has been merged into the extension
~ong. How lilllo was j| I ]mn dreamed I lint of Park Place. Here the funeral look |
ln> hail accepted a challenge!
Burr, on place on the following Saturday.
Mr.
llm oilmr ham!, convolved very little.
Il
t oleman, editor of the
Evening Post, in
was sahl all or I Im tlnol that I Inn' inn I boon
referring to the -ail event, says; “In the
practicing willi a pistol, ami also" that Im death of Heneral Hamilton 1 have lost my
li: il discovered that -ilk was bullct-prool'. allies! adviser and dearest friend." and on
I lonoo, as llm i-oporl wonf, Im had ovdoro.l the day of the funeral the olliee was
a suit of this nialorial for llm vory oocasion.
closed and no paper issued, fhe obsequies
and. according lo llm ridiculous nolion. Im ! were tinier the control of the Society of!
stood lire-prool.
Ilowovor, llmro was no j the <'ineinuati.
At
to o'clock Colonel j
nood of this or any oilier prooaulion. Ibri .Morton and his corps appeared in the Park
llamillon had dolormiimd lo throw away with six pieces of artillery. Two of these
his fire; which, as is well know'll, was \\ ere stationary, and liivd tumult'
guns
doom
Ind.I. il was said that his second, i din ing tin procession, ol whicli the others
llm
All. Pendleton. rovi'ilod
spot and Ibrmed an imposing feature. Hie ( inein
found Hamilton's I ml lot lodged in a t too. 11 iti and the clergy me; in the college
The paper which Hamilton loll as a testi- near by. and thus, m detail, a grand
mony against dueling shows that his con- funeral column was formed, which.marchduct was in opposition to his conscience. ed from ( o'cenw ieii street up to the Park,
He felt that lie had no right to expose a then down Reekie.au street and up Pearl
life which his family needed so deeply, and t» Whitehall street, alter which il swept
acting as he did in face of this conclusion, through Rroadway until it reached Trinity
he was guilty of a dreadful wrong.
Church. Here (1 ovenleur Morris delivered
Hamilton's -eennd was Nathan Pendle- a,i appropriate eulogy, and the remains ;
ton; Purr's second was William P. Van1 vert- buried and 1 hive volleys Were tired
Ness. p,\ special arrangement the meeting
I lie monument placed
ver the
grave.
was postponed
until alter the Circuit hero is still one of the most interesting!
Court, which was held on the nth. in I ■'attires in Trinity churchyard,
filly- i
which Hamilton had an important ease. three wars after his burial the remains of
Wlmn tiii- had been disposed of. .Mr. his widow were I lid by his side.
Pendleton iulormed Van Ness that his1
1 he death n! Hamilton at min' destroyprincipal was ready. Sunday, the sth. e I Burr's political prospect.'. Hi' reached
was passed In Hamilton in tlm bosom of
l'liil:i<lelphi:\ within a week .titer the duel,
his iamily
What a grievous wrong Im tent theilec tl'a\clod in the South. Imt reindict upon them! On j turned t" Washington on the opening; of
was about
to
Monday im made Ids will, leaving every- t oiijriv-s. and resumed hi- -eat a- 1'resithing to id- wife and commending her to \ dent ol the .senate, that being his last
his children.
Tuesday was spent in term I'he next feature in his life was
porliniinarios to the meeting, which w as ailed "lturr's 1'onspiraev,” for which lie
A surgeon was arrested and indicted, the charge beto come oil'early the next day
and a boat-man were to be engaged, and
ing treason. Ilis plan was probably the
the funner w:i- found in Dr. llosack, who ! creation of a new government in the
wa~ one of the
leading practitioners of i southwest. The trial took place in Kiehtlm age. On that day Burr wrote a long ntoud.and hereWashington Irving saw hint
letter to I heodosia, giving explicit direc- : a prisoner in the penitontiarv. and the inlions as tn the disposition of Ills affairs. 1 terview was no doubt mutually painful. I
and also advice in reference to the educa- ‘■Burr," 'ay~ Irving, "seemed in lower
tion of lmi little boy. lie also wrote a spirit' than formerly, but he was comcareful and elaborate letter to her husband, posed and collected as usual
After hiin which other details are given, ami lie
aeiptittal Burr went to Kurope, where lie
concludes with a brief explanation: -I suffered many privai ions. !!■ had hope
have called out I ion oral Hamilton, and we of interesting Napoleon in some of his
meet to-morrow
Van Ness w ill give you projects, but tailed to obtain ow n an auditlm particulars.
The preceding has been cnee, lie was at this tine- much imwritten in view of this. If it should be poverished and oi his anv al in London
my lot to fall—yet I shall live in you and was for a short time the gite-t < t .Jeremy
your son." it may be observed as a si ik- Bentham. In l.-dti, jlist before w ar was deing contrast not only that Burr did not clared against Ciroat Britain, lie returned
full, but that lie survived both his daughter to this city, where he resumed tin* law.
and her husband, as well as their son, and but never got into a suceesslul practice. \
died in miserable old age.
ilis chief support was derived from his
■■

impressive funeral pageant whirli had. U|>
a]i)ii‘ari‘il in it- streets, l-'nnr
I years previously the meek funeral of
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et lie r
m i
I >11et eel
yell!
rainy days in
a
has i,-eri w relight in I lie short
y e iv
\ ears.
Id .este. tbrmerlv a
pace <! lit
iim
ttoeded region u.i- 1 nig since dea -.la: .al lo 1 !e1 Veiled ms a in I I wenty-li ve
ain )im 1 eeased to fall. To save
agi
n
eeiintry (Vein litler desolation, the
An sir ian gov eminent planted seventy niilni' et olive treein this section, and
with -imliar result' to those just rneni oiled.
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t never
expect to prosper i: 1
was that
fl
nimeighburly, I shouldn't."
Miss Prcxel went buck to the spanW fl,
fl
fl I
^
--'k--'
leys', climbed up to her own room, ami
——-™————————————~at down alone in tears, 1 luoiigliout uli

subjects art ol' so universal iuiporas
the proteetion of our forests.
are things of slow growth—it takes
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The

Harper's

Sparsleys'

dropped
was

rooms one

They

were

queen."

••Then conic down and
arine and me sometime*
Alia* Drexel will lavor
ahont tired of dominoes."

Mis- Muldali began

stood that

;

her

■

■

—

1

■

to

doubt if he under

had

■

T,vee e me
those diamond -pnii.
Aliss I luhlali dosen't approve
id'-pat!.
■1 thought perhaps you could help n
it [told you Iny trouble-: tun ten at
too trilling."
•■-'ll mend iustanter
Voii'm- no i.i.
bott serious 1 t ail be
Well. I'm alhtid I -hall hat. i
\

kept

a

■

carriage town."

and span, and entertained a commodore,
"t hi a w
editing lour
had built and lived in I'imlico Place at
"l,on't In' frivolous. ir, inu-i11Ini :ii.
the ( our! end ol .Marathon, where she ill this house. Mi-i-; 1111111:i}l hurries in
and Katharine liivl saw the da\
She night unit day.
I'm min in g mi dice
lorgot that all this was an old -tors to lion IVom being kept in a .ni:im i n
.Mr. Jeffrey-, ol which he was
I've tried every bom-din;
already nl' misery
weary, and which atVeetcd him not nearly house in town, and every one ba rein .■.i
so much as it thes
had been horn in a admittance to tlm sparsleVs l.oar.lei
I
hovel and reared on mod pies. In
spile should think (hey were ill in :. o n, i
"t her plain face and common
place stylo get her against me if there w:. .,n i.
Ali-s I >re\rl was working mischief lor son.
I thought, perhaps \ •. n d l.i.m
n
Katharine. Ilnldah feared: and she took a nice
private lamilc hat u.
her svork up to that young reprobate's lake
Ally and me!"
room one afternoon, and read her an in"Certainly. I know m
j. i.i ;m
direct lecture on the impropricts of see- il.v that will lake
m,| Id,
you and Ally
ahnie
in
a
their
-tars
lor the chance
ing gentlemen
hoarding-house,
Aid what
if
were
a
especially
you
young svotnan odd. I c.une to propose that v..u |s.•,,. 1
with no laiuily behind sou, in a
max
-(range enter this very family; lint then \
place, where folks are ready to talk. In not limey it when yon know—"
hi
fact,
tore the summer svas half thr >ngli
t.
“Beggars shouldn't he ehooser
Aliss Ilnldah was at her svits' end.
She me aliont them.
Where do they live
declined to gis e up her cherished scheme
Well, at present the family eotisi
>a
ot half a dozen summers Ibr this
upstart. hut one memher. and that one would
Ulys -In mid he not fanes Katharine as wherever yon should ehoo-e."
well as Mi-- l>re\e;
It is true nothing
“Too obliging to he human
Me
had been withheld from Katharine which her name
she had any right to expect
The gift of
“His name, pardon me, i~ It.tj. i .1.-.concert tickets continued: sin- still had
freys, at your sen ice."
an occasional
indeed, a more frequent
“<>h. Mr. Jeffreys, what d v at na an
seat behind Mr Jeffreys' nag: when lie
1 made it
"Haven t
plain eni• u■ a
in
a
basket
ol
brought
early Irtiit. Katha- Vott've lost your identity. and I've
rine's hand received it.
lint fruit and heart.
I.et us console eaeh oihe
I
dowers lotmd their way almost even das short. I heg t
endow the spa;
into Mi-.- I (revel's room: -in* itad a seat boarder with the ancient name a .1,
in 11 is carriage svhenever he could leave trey.'."
his business tor pleasure, and Ilnldah did
“There is the sun soaking all the
not knoss
that Katharine's drives and out of the carpet again. .Mi
1 »rc\■ :
pleasures hail been increased at her sting out Miss lluldah, putting lea in-. .!
rival's suggestion, nor would she have in at the door
“t h.>odne--s
w-n h,
thanked her for her trouble. All this, Mr Jeffreys.
however. was not at all to Huldah'.- mind.
And so the SparMevs lost tln-ir boar
>he -aw that opportunity wuitlil make
Air, Jeffrey s the loser of Alps Drexel,
The Marblehead Fishermen.
unless something should happen to interMarblehead.
Mass., «j, once a ■. t•
their
too
intercourse.
Air.
Jeffrupt
easy
In this line ii- glorv In,
reys svas indolent enough in his social tishing port.
A writer in Harper’s .Magazine,
nature: she had never known him to
go departed.
a vs tint
out ol his way t<> cultivate the acquaint- referring n tin- “olden time."
the
ance of young ladies, and
she argued when the season opened there wa
that once in the house and under his eye hustle of preparation, the getting in 01
The sehooner
a young girl could
make easy pres "of wood and salt and store-.
him: indeed -lie had built her hopes tor generally went to Boston for her salt, and
Katharine on thi- peculiarity ol his. and then we youngsters had a tine time ot it.
'lie arrived at the conclusion that she had going with iter to “the dim rich city,
been a tool to admit Aliss Drexel to this and sleeping in the cabin or the “Ibie
friends with the cook.
opportunity. She ought to have known kistle,”and making
that a plain woman was more dangerous Or was it better when a great -hip came
than a pretty one, inasmuch a- a man is to Marblehead with a whole load of salt,
and we were permitted to go on board ot
not on His guard against her. while the
pretty woman is so well pleased with her- tier, and to row at night unijer tier bow
self that she takes no pains to please an- and feel their awful shadow', and wonder
other.
Ilnldah straightway decided to if her stern went down till it touched the
of the world? Then there wa- the
gel Alis> Drexel out ot the house as soon heart
< >f course this could not be home preparations, the
as possible.
washing and
done in a direct way: she could not tell mending of the great pea-jacket- and
her up and down that her room was bet- trowsers that smelled so ot the sen. Unpacking of the chest, the making ot “Mai
ter than her company, and the only other
risen cake" and hard gingerbread
When
way waste resort to little llings ot temthe day came for sailing it was a wri
per and pin-pricks of discomfort, which,
There wa
if Aliss Drexel wa- anything of an epicu- silent morning in the house.
no talk at breakfast-time.
The handsome
rean, would render her hoarding place
thing for the skipper to do was to sail
highly distasteful.
round the harbor an hour or two with tin.Now .Miss Drexel had counted on makthat had collected on board, w it It
ing a home for herselt and Ally out oi company
these sunshiny rooms; anil though she a long string ot “Moses boat- and done,
dragging at the stern. Sometimes tliei-■
was no epicurean, ami not much of a stoic. yet it was essential to her happiness to was a treat all round from a certain little
live on good terms with those about her. keg, which the more prudent -kipper,
When
A quarrel was ns distasteful as a neigh- regarded with tmmixod aversion
\
borhood ol itilection: as Miss Uuldah at length the skipper shouted,
undertook to quarrel with Iter, lectured ashore!" the Iasi boats were alw n\ loaded
wa
went up
her, advised about the management of to the gunnel. 'Then
Bartel's Head," and watched the white
Ally, intorlored with her. and made the sails lessen more and more, till
they m id.
girl dread to go down stairs to her meals
I mm
In truth. Miss Uuldah did not eatv a far- only a little gleam on the horizon
that time the “Spoken" in the new -papei
thing how obnoxious she made herselt, wanarrowly watched, but with 1 itt
provided she could pm opportunity be- satisfaction,
until the tir-t of t ae Heel r,
yond Miss Drexel’s reach, and keep Mr.
news of nearlv all tb.
turned,
Jeffreys for Katharine. So. whet. Ally rest, andbringing
how many thousand li-h the-,
was convalescing alter a juvenile illness,
she refused to have the cook prepare her had <-n such a day. 'They used to omii
but now they guess <|uintal
dinner at an earlier hour than that at thousands,
was a great day
when ,-ome go,-,,
which the household dined, and Mss it
came t
the door or window
Drexel wa- forced to go out to a restau- neighbor
“Mrs.-. your husband’s comb.
and procure
rant
light tuod already say ing,
cooked for her sister .Mis- Drexel's funds up the harbor." Sometimes there wa
rich brown face in the doorway with..
not being bountitul. and laundry work
word of warning; somethin- a u
high, she proposed to herself the care of known
stop in the night upon the gur. .■
her own and Ally’s muslin, and requested
There was one coming liaek that wa
to be allowed the use of an ironing-board
from
all others within it.,
in tin' back kitchen, where site would different
!i
have been in no one’s way ; but this favor memory of the present general am
the September gale id
Miss Iltiidah couldn't have was after
was declined.
the first news of the disaster had
ladies pottering round in the kitchen, and After
been brought to town there were mam
ol
the
and
out
the
land;
poverty
spying
weeks ot terrible anxiety, of alternat.
the greatest concession that .Miss Drexel
and tear, 1 rnm every headland, atm
eottld wring Irom her was the privilege hope
from the "Old North" steeple, ves wet,
ot toiling up and down two long (lights
into the distance to eateh ih
with a hot iron, in do the work in her straining
first hint ot a returning sail. And w in
-Mi
Drexel
was
if
invited
room,
own
one was descried, the word went from
to a picnic. .Miss Ilnldah’s cake wa- just
house to house all through the town, an.:
out anil her bread in the oven, and the
crowded to the wharf to -t
When Miss Drexel hundreds
chickens unpltteked.
what vessel it might be. and wliat new
aired her room-. Uuldah complained that,
of kindred or ol trioml<>nl\
she wa- warming the square outside. brought
fishermen's wives staid very iptieth
Mis. Drexel endured everything patiently
In,, te, waiting for the sign ot hope'
for six mouths or more, thinking Miss
widowhood. Sometimes bad new
w .;
Uuldah was overworked, and made fretcontradicted, and “women received the.
ful and lault-tinding by the friction ot undead raised to life again, and others wet
happy circumstances; but at last she fell
not accepting deliverance."
I
into .Miss iluldah’s trap, and went out to tortured,
well remember one of these return
hunt up a new boarding place one day
The wharl was packed with an expeetai:
but without confiding in her landlady.
crowd of men and women. A- the \ e-s,
Mr. Jeffreys had been away a month on
the harbor there was none of tin
busine.-s, and the house was less like a came up
There were no < hern
She directed her usual hilarity.
home than a prison.
shouts and answers. There was no talk
to
the
who
Soberley's first,
steps
kept
“how deep" she was, no brag that
boarders under protest, having had a bar- about
had “wet her salt." When the crew
she
their
onet m tong
anep«ters, who considlanded, the crowd parted
to In
erably interfered with the arrangement. them through. The crowdsilently
broke up a
Mrs. Soberly lutd a quartette of daughters
the crew separated, and followed them
to marry, however, and took only gentletheir various homes. 1 remember walk in
■•besides," she
men boarders, she said,
home with my hand held in the -kipper
added, it would be so untteigliborly in
very tight indeed, his monstrous fishitt
me to take away the Sparsley’s boarders;
boots clumping along with what then
we are good friends and they are needy
seemed to me a very solemn sound. I
If you weren't the Sparsleys’
women.
1 was not superior to a feeling
boarders, now—but you see how it is! myseli,
at being escorted home by
It would be taking the bread out ol a gratification
many people, though I w as but a 11 v up,
now wouldn’t, it!'"
mouth,
neighbors
Then followed such a dn\
Disheartened, Miss Drexel pursued her the wheel. was
The house
thronged with peopi.Sheers’
the
but
to
Mrs.
Sheer
door;
quest
for their
friendinquiring
anxiously
of
brace
a
having
gay sons, entertained Children' came to hear that
were
“middle
aged, respectable women." fatherless, and wives to learnthey
only
that the\
“Am I not respectable and t wenty-six!’"
widows.
And
little by little th,
were
cried Miss Drexel.
«
of the storm was told, and the ston
“If you are, l could never reconcile it story
of what followed, when the sea wa
to my conscience to steal away the Sparswith proots of terribie disaster
with strewn
Sheer
hits.
averred
boarders,’’
leys'
with wood and spars and seamen's chest
holy horror. “1 should leel like a thiol and bedding. In one
place the masts ot
and a robber!"
two vessels were found
hopelessly <-n
"ion
lull,
was
Mrs. “Waxwork's house
tangled; in another vessel lying on Ins
V
I
believe
are the Sparsleys’ boarders,
beam ends, and with every mighty surge
she said; anil although two of her best l'llfing her masts high up out of the
a
in
month, yet
rooms would be vacant
melancholy waste, and then plunging
she shuddered at the thought of harbor- them down again iu a sad, hopeless w ay
as if they had
that almost broke the hearts ot those win.
ing the Sparsleys’ boarders
been burglars. I had one of my highest- witnessed it. To a stranger in the town
priced boarders wiled away from me the monument on the “Old Hill" meanonce, and I said then I’d never take other little, but no monument that 1 have ev et
folks’ away—no, never, so long as mv seen is so vocal for me with
name is Waxwork
flic -till -n.l music ».I humanity."
1

■

1

metrical nose, relieved In a line linn
mouth and a rosy Knglish complexion.
The Sparsleys received her with beaming
cordiality.
They had feared to see a
New York girl of fashion, full of tollies
and flirtation—a beauD perhaps, whose
t en umbrella would have an air of ele1
gance and i«m /:,n, who would wear fourbuttoned gloves, and French hoots, anil
real Valenciennes: whereas she seemed,
from their point ot view, a plain, evenday sort ol a girl, with no pretensions, j
and not at all dangerous to a man like
Mr. .lelVreys.
For, in truth. .Miss Katherine Sparsley had a tender regard for
said Benedict, which her elder sister lbsI .* Ilf. .1 ution rvj* y
l.Mi.l iti t I
*K
It was arranged between the seconds 1
tered and furthered
a
regard which
;
that Burr should be on me ground first. army, in which service lie won ilis
highest nourished ilselt on very scanty nutriment, |
and he must liavi left Richmond Hill honors,
fhe dtuuel en-c revives the I’aet to he sure ; on tickets to concerts and lee- !
before il o'clock.
Pendleton says tlqjt at that one of his last exploits wa- a marri- lures, on an occasional seat behind his
7 in llm morning the Hamilton party age with the eccentric “liiadume." who 1 gray steed, on Christmas gifts and birthreached tlm spot (which was Weohawkon). soon shook him oil', md nev-r, indeed, j day tokens, and little kindnesses which it
was as natural as
and the ferry man was ordered to wait at bore id- name.
breathing lor him to !
the bank.
Burr and Van Ness were busy
l.urr had at llus time iu.-t caste. Iml oiler towards whoever came in his wax.
clearing the ground so as to make an some of his political friends clung to him. j In return he possessed a small valise full \
llm principals saluted each ami ho hail a number of inlluential rela- of embroidered slippers, braided smoking j
opening.
other in that formal manner which the five-, v\ In' treated him with kindness, i caps, watch cases, etc., of Katherine's t
laws of honor demand. Tile distance (ten Among these was hi> cousin. Judea- (fgden j handiwork ; the walls of his room were
juices) was measured, and then Van Ness Kdwards. iu whose hem-e mi Staten Island hung with poor daubs in water-colors, reand Pendleton united in loading a brace ! lie pas-eil his last day-.
lie died oil the minders of birthdays and holidays; there
were tidies on every arm chair, and his
ol pistols.
They then drew for choice ol I l lth nl September. Is e. in his eight v
positions, which Hamilton won, and the first year. Out- m llurrV hiogt a pliers lias sola cushion had been purloined in order
combatants immediately took their places I said that his last word was ■•madams,’' to re-appear in a splendid toilette of ealla
By previous agreement, the following had j .nil Mr. Alfred Kdvvifrds. nut ol Lite judge, lilies and ivy leaves. All these attentions
been arranged a- the method of combat : who u as present when burr expired, says might have given him a hint of Miss
"The parties having been placed in proper i tliat lie was unable to speak. Uit seemed Katherine's “open secret’’ if Mr. Jeffreys
position, the second w ho gives the word i1 ilesirious ol eommunieating something of had lent any thought to the language,
shall ask them if they are ready, and be- importance whieh was hunlening his and had not been too well list'd to lailving answered in the alUrmativc shall say laind. 1 lie remains were Imriedat lVmee- like attentions. In fact, it was due to this
•present.' and alter this the parties shall tmi. h\ the side of his parents, and the amiable weakness on the part of Mi-s
present and tire when they please." The lutteral was honored by military cere- Katherine that the house was filled only
word was given by Pendleton, and both monies.
11 is relatives (the Kdvvardses) with elderly w idow s and antiquated spinparties presented and tired in succession. subsequently ereeted a plain Imt elegant sters and clergymen who had outlived
Pendleton says that Burr took deliberate headstone. ! le survived Theodosia tvven- their usefulness, and that they had been
aim. Hamilton tired after lbirr. but the tv-ibur years, and left no children—at induced to take Miss Dexrel merely beintervening time was a matter ol disa- bast none that bore his name. The re- cause Mr. Jeffreys had urged it, and had
greement. li could not, however, have] port that the pirate bibbs confessed miir- j proposed giving up his own room, and
been more than two or three seconds, for tiering Thendo-ia i~ snilieienllv refuted by ] finding lodgings at the hotel, in order to
Of two evils they
he fell mortally wounded by the first tire, j the fact that when that noted eriminal accommodate her.
Burr immediatiately advanced towards the was in the city prison burr was alive, and naturally chose the lesser; it. would he
wounded man witii an expression of re- i if any such confession had been made he possible to rid themselves ot Aliss Drexel
grot, and limn, without speaking, turned j would have heard of it. Theodosia no if she proved troublesome; but if Air.
and left the held. The spot on which doubt perished ilia storm, whieh left tli• Jctl'reys departed, it might be lor years,
Hamilton fell was subsequently indicated i survivors >f the crew nr pa -sengers. burr. ; and it might he lorever.
Miss Drexel, having put Ailv at school,
by a monument placed there by the St. like (.'aim ht>iv till death the marl; nl a |
Andrew's Soeietv, of which Hamilton was great crime.
began to make acquaintance with her I
a member.
It stood in what was Thirty
new
Mr. Jeffreys brought his
home.
j
first street in the old Weehawken district. I
friends to call, others followed suit : the
A conductor "II I il<• l'l'iill.-ljiv.111 1:1. U:li!- i
but thn improvement in that vicinity has
.Misses Sparsley were surprised to find !
road tells tin' lnllm\ in:: : At .in ea-lorn
her quite in fashion in cliques from which
required its removal.
:itiiin in* received mi ""iii'iln iinc-lnokAs Hamilton sank to the ground 1 endlethey had long been omitted. There were
1 i'io- -jn'i iniPii "t mi "M country gentleman. i
lon ran to his assistance, and Hr. Hosaek.
new. rich people in Marathon, who knew
tin;
In*
cars
tin*
old
Wlifii
J>:is>f<I through
who heard the tiring, was also immediate- |
not Joseph, who made much of Miss j
h:inil<'<l
his
wliii'li
ticket,
I
up
The unfortunate man was gentleman
lv at hand.
Drexel. and little of tho Misses .Sparsley.
>vas duly punched Mini returned to him.
] because Mr. Jeffreys had introduced her,
hardiv aide to speak. They carried him j
till*
next
".‘ill
111.*
Alter passing
station,
J and because
down to the boat, passing the Burr party, j
they had found out her talconductor M"'Min oalloil for tin* old penile- |
and to prevent identification Van Ness
and wished to enrich their fetes by
i(e looked up in surprise. ent.
man's ticket,
his
with
um!
covered ids principal
her musical skill. The Sparsleys were j
opened
:,ml inlonned the pnneher of tickets that
brella. Burr was rowed as rapidly as
not prepared for any such awkward silua- i
lie had thrown it out ol the window.
could have borne it had
possible to Richmond Hill, when' he
did
do
that'1"
asked the con- lion, though they
you
“Why
it not come about through Mr. Jeffreys'
gathered a few necessary articles and then ductor. file old man
I
replied,
"why
lie at once fell that
lied to Philadelphia,
influence. Why had he not lent himself
if you didn't want. it. I didn't,"
his crime had exiled him (rnm New York, I thought
to Ihrir establishment in society, as well [
Tile
lace of the old man was so hones),
and he did not. revisit this city until after
Had she alas to that of this stranger?
j
and his knowledge of railroad travelling
the lapse ol eight years, liad he been
ready bewitched him ? 1’erish the thought!
so
the
conductor
that
limited,
evidently
a week after the duel.
within
there
caught
‘•Your pailor looks like an oasis among
his word, and carried him to his
In' would without d hi I >t have been hanged accepted
tin- sands ot Sahara,” Miss Katherine
Hamilton's boat was destination.
by the populace.
overheard him say to her as he left it
directed towards the terry-house, at the
“I believe you’ve appropriated
A Siiiamm: 111
< >i: v.
I here is now! one day.
it was no doubt
loot of Cedar street,
there is in the I
the Insane | every atom of sunshine
at
death
in
the
of
lying
point,
of
the
the [intention
party to convey j
I always thought my own was
house
named
;lt Augusta,
Hospital
patient
him to the family residence in that street
j Samuel II, Howard, aged aliout no, who charming, till you came and disenchant( No.
I), hut circumstances prevented.
ed it." And indeed Miss Drexel's parlor
That morning his departure in a boat has spent a singular life in this world, deserved his enconiums. It overlooked
|
lie
was evidently a
circus
performer the
with Pendleton and Dr. Hosaek had heen
country through four broad windows. !
noticed, and the report became rapidly ] when a young man, and has often amused whose embrasures were filled with flower- j
known. Among others whose fears and the patients and attendants hy his vaultand there were little I
and other feats once practiced in the ing plants; here
suspicions had been excited by it, was his ing
treasures saved from the wreck of a once
lie
in
the
a
soldier
was
Mexican,
friend \\ illiani Bayard. This man took ring:
luxurious home; a writing stand of Knghis place at the terry-house (a building war, but disgraced himself, and ran j lish
lacquer work, an antique chair, a few
which still stands at the corner of Cedar away, so that he could never receive a!
family portraits ot ladies in satin and
and (Ireenwich streets, which latter then pension; lie served a term in the State
and a grandfather by Copley ; an
in the Kenne- jewel’s,
Prison, and was a
was the beach). and watched the return
ormolu clock, with a chime like a distant
j bec jail for nine prisoner
from
which
place
years,
At
last
he saw a skitl' ap- i
ot his triend.
a Dresden china vase;
ho was removed to the Insane Hospital in cathedral bell;
preaching, and soon descried the surgeon ;
and a Pompeian lamp, which illuminated
he
years
ago—where
and the second, lmt nothing was to he j 1817—twenty-seven
house iurnituring.
has since passed his existence and had a the ordinary boarding
Bayard understood
seen of Hamilton.
and lent the room an air of quaint picturliome.
his
hern
behas
always
stealing
this and hurst into tears. As soon as the
esqneness. The sun heaped great bars of
boat touched the wharf he urged them to setting weakness or dominant characteron the dingy carpet, which made
j
gold
istic.
take the wounded man to his house : litis |
amends for its depressed expression, and
was l td (Ireenwich street, near Liberty,
touched and intensified every bit ot color
the spot being now occupied by the ContiThe Burlington (Iowa) Jlawkeye says with its magic, till the place made one
nental Bank Note Company, and his invi- a man has invented a
patent rat-trap that dream of painted windows and the flash
tation was accepted.
does not require any bait, and will letch of tropical wings, while the flowers in
I)r. Hosaek says ne iound Hamilton sit- a rat every time it reaches for him. It the Dresden vase palpitated like gems,
ting on the ground, upheld by the arms ol operates on the principle ot a stomach and the odd figure of the lacquer work
his second.
His countenance i shall pump—the inventor is a retired physican, seemed starting out from their dull backnever forget; ho had .just
strength enough “the sands of whose life have nearly.” ground, and the geraniums and tushias
to say ‘This is a mortal wound,’ and then tkc,—and the trap is placed at the mouth burned like torches in the window-ledges.
sank hack to the ground, apparently life- ot the rat-hole. When it is wound up Miss lluldah suggested that die should
less.” The ferry-men put forth every ef- and tlie suction begins, the rat comes, shut out some of the glare alter this,
fort to return, and the sea breeze revived lie may hold on to the ground with his palpably hinting an injury to the carpet.
the wounded man, who immediately re- teeth, and hump his back, and paw dirt, “Too much sunshine is bad for eyes and
ferred to his wife. “Let iter be sent for,” and weep and yell for the police all he carpets, Miss Drexel,” she said. She did
said lie; “lmt break the news gently and wants, he comes out ot that hole back- not care a farthing tor Miss Drexol’s eyes;
give her hope.” Dr. Hosaek soon found wards, is dragged into a back compart- she was merely afraid ol the effect on
The room was getting too
the words of the unfortunate man too ment, where a steel glove drags his hide Mr. Jeffreys’.
It was aggravating
true: the wound was mortal. Mrs.Hamil- off and lays it aside for a kid glove man- pleasant to him.
ton and t he family reached Bayard’s about ufacturer, while the carcass is pushed enough, no doubt, to hear Mr. Jeffreys
and Miss Drexel chatting on the stairnoon, and here the dying man took his ; into a little furnace and cremated.
"•

grandpa

Marathon she was only the spar.-lcyboarder. The sunshine danced in, t.u
"led on its way among the vines at tin
windows, pranking in the glories ot the
lacquered table, touching the old portrait
• ill they .seemed alive and about t" address tin; Sparsluys' boarder. dust then,
while the tears were, wet on her cheek-,
somebody tapped lightlv at the doer,
and pushed it open.
"A prettv wav to welcome four old
(fiends!" said a cheery voice'
■•One
would tiiiuk you had lost them all."
I've lost iny identity," said she. ha!i
laughing. ■•I'm nobody but the Spar;
ley's boarder!"
“Dry yotn tears. That's sometn
which can be remedied, if von will
■■I'm not crying. Sir.'
‘•Certainly not. if you sat -c
“Perhaps you'd cry, if vou'd lo-t your
identity. I'd be asiiamcd to laugh at
homeless and nameless girl, who 1
...
disagreeable that no one tv ill board lmt
•How? Has .Miss Huldah di-mi .d
you for flirting with vour humid.' .a
ant?"
“I wish si
tt..11!«I
.11
but I
to.
such a thing.
'Then why these lear-?''
“1 told you they weren't tears
—

conser.ted to lie sure,
lint the
scheme did not work. Mis- Ilnldah l>ceamc so
entangled in the branches ot the
family tree that -he trumped her partner's
trick.
Katharine was Mr. Jeffreys" partner. hut he saw
nobody hut Ali-s Drexel.

orphans

of disappointment
vail, and showed a
travel-worn and tear-stained face, with a
pair of placid blue eyes and an unsym-

twinge

with KathAnd perhaps
n*. tooI'm

play

They

—

a

car

“1‘vc 1 ><»on learning," lie answered,
“with tin' help cit' AIi-s Drexel, 1’ole anti
Cavendish. I'm now a partner tit for a

—

when she lifted

rugulaled

“Oh. I thought you didn't play whist,"
essayed Ali=; Hnldnli. with feigned surprise.

who had been obliged to surrender the
luxuries of their city home, alter settlemoul of their father's estate, and retire
to the little sea-board town of Marathon,
where schooling and living were supposed to be cheap. It had seemed to lie a
mere matter of accident that she should
have decided upon this place, with the
world before her where to choose. She
had been looking over the map of New
Knglaml one day with her lawyer and
the name took her lam-y.
•■Marathon!" said sin-. -I don't know
hut I should like to go there
II sounds
heroic and historic."
"Yes, tine place." answered tin- law-'
twelve thousand;
ycr—"public schools
cotton
population- a dozen chinches
mills—"
•■Ilandy in cast' i should inse my j>iilance." added .Mi-s Drexel.
Savings hanks." I he lawyer continued,
‘■and horse railroad.
I have a lrieml
there, loo, second cousin id wile's—introduce you. ISen. Jeffreys is a capital lidlow. a lawyer, loo. it runs in the kindly.
I ll write and ask him how he thinks it
will do lor you. lie'll know about hoarding houses and all that
And so it happened that Mr. Benedict
1
.lelVreys wrote in answer that In- thought
it would do to a turn, and recommended
the .Misses Sparsleys' hoarding-house,
where he lodged himself, lie even of-|
fered to meet Miss Drexel at the railroad
station, which he did : and perhaps he ex-

perienced

undertone that it

ram n

her little sister took

autumn.

an

tor the hot

almost invariably returned together, as
if under tin; influence ot some
magnetism hardly understood by their landladies, It was surely a little
annoying
that Mr. .1 eft revs should spend
evening
after evening in Mi=s ifrexel's parlor n't
tlie whist table, especially as he had excused himself from the game on previous
winter evenings, on thw score of i^no-*

future day.‘gave a relish to life that il
might otherwise have lacked. It was at
this Very genteel hoarding house that

and

into such

impossible

to catch the import ; to JimI that when
they went out in dill'ercnt directions they

—

lbvxel

»>.

way, going up ami down, am! in tin- Imll:
to know that the conversation sometimes

liarar.

Hoarders.

I'li" Misses Sparsley were ladies in reduced circumstances, who had opened a
boarding house in order to keep body and
soul together, and had hardly managed,
by dint of high charges and indifferent
fare to make both ends meet, with an incapacity for business characteristic of
ladies in reduced circumstances. In their
secret hearts they despised themselves for
having yielded to necessity in a weak
moment and departed from the traditions
ot their forefathers
for having stained
their hands with ignoble baking and
brewing, sweeping and dusting. Genteel
penury seemed much more respectable in
their eyes. They had dreamed dreams to
he sure, of an invalid lady in search of a
companion, who would sit in a crimson
boudoir and read the Waverley Novels,
and take airings in the fashionable square
with carriage and span ; hut as the invalid lady failed to put in an appearance,
while hoarders did not, a choice of employment was hardly admissible. In the
meantime they were not old enough to
have renounced their earlier dream of
marriage, and perhaps the idea that il
was possible for them to lie lifted out ot
the obscurity which they hated, at ,somo

Miss

~

~

■"■'■Kl

\ .'I.
An Illegal Ram Mill Broken

The Portland Argus gives lhe
particulars of ilie capture of the
of the secret di-'tillery which ha
years been

operated

in

Up.
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following
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When he over
he told the driver lie
might
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Among the Planets.

Marble arrived here with the
The next important event oi’ the r isiFit. ,, w ill have au examination beble
•
heavens, now that the comet has van.listener Hand, this morning at
ten o’clock
ished irom our mortal gaze, is to he great
ti :» .'.liu that t is distil has been run
transit, when our next neighbor in the
<j
r since the war, and a
very superior
planetary
system, the queenly Venus, will
• r'.iclo
of rum was manufactured
The
sail across the burning face of the suu.
; e wile-re tile still was run in the sumner was in a
swamp, tar away from anv This will occur in December, and will ho
hotisr. and tlie rum had a large sale. Those
the great astronomical event of the centhe h ibit ot using it were feeling very
The New York Herald chronicles
ad \ to tniiik that they were thus
deprived tury.
ot their favorite
beverage In the winter the preparations made to observe the pheme the rum was manufactured in a house.
The I 'nited Stales, by the connonenon.
N
idea of the amount manufactured can
fession of all, has most largely embarked
be formed.
Mr Marble was out on the trip some ten in this high scientific emprise, and her
.'.ay s, and worked hard before lie tteeeed- observer' will occupy stations the most
i in trapping lrs men.
difficult of access and least plea=ant of
but most promising of rich retenure,
An Old Story Revived.
both in the Northern and Southern
sults,
Long years ago, say 1820 or thereThese stations are distriabouts a man by the name of .John Mor- Hemisphere.
gan lived in the "windmill house" so buted, three in the Northern and five in
called, at the head ol old State street the Southern
Hemisphere, and selected as
where new state street now begins—in
tills city
Mr. Morgan was a fisherman, a suitable for observing tin entire passage
large muscular man, and his wife was re- ot Venus across the sun’s face. Russia'.; |

puted
During corps of observer: is next in importance,
the frequent absences of the husband the
and though their station are to be all
wife wandered into forbidden paths, and !
within
Russian territory the field tv ill lie
the
fact
came to the knowledge of
finally
the husband, which roused him by the ample for the most satisfactory research.
greeneyed monster to a pitch of despera- 1 The English will have seven parties at
tion.
On returning at one time, he found
the Germans at least four .and the
his wife absent
lie took his fish knife, 1 work,
Trench five or, possibly, six
went to a
neignbors and ground it to a
keen edge, responding to the enquiry as i
To comprehend the nature o| this interto what he was going to do with it, that
national co-operative work it is necessary
ae was
going to kill a hog. lie then went to note the
progress made in transit obserin search of his wife, and found her at a
house of ill fame. He demanded of her vations since lb.'V.i, when the famou Jeretuat she should return to his house and miah Horrocks and his friend Crabtree
Lie with him as she ought to live, dis- witnessed the first transit which
astronomy
miss the at’ention of other men, and behave herself. This the wife refused, re- had predicted. The prime object of the
plying that she was going to do as she transit observation is io determine the expleased. High words passed, when he act distance of Venus from the earth,
drew his knife and gave her a stab in
since in the determination of this distance
the breast, killing her instantly,
He
then went to his own house and attempt- are wrapped up the solutions of the several
ed to kill himself. He drew iiis knile important problems of solar astronomy an
across his abdomen,
inflicting fearful in- long sought after by science. There are
juries. Di Stephen turnings when called four methods devised tor
obtaining me
said they would prove fatal In two hours
and that it was
worth while to dress ! grand result, all, however, based on me
woman

hardly

his wounds. It was clone, however, and
the man removed to the poor house to bo
car. d lor.
He was constantly attend d. One night j
some two or three weeks afterward lie
j
sent the attendant out ol the room on some i
pretext and when he returned John Mor- I
gan was gone. The window was up and
there wan the ladder on which lie de- i
scended or was carried down. It was re- j
ported that some men from Westbrook,
From that day I
masons, carried him oft.
nothing was heard of tile departed dying
man until a lew days since when a let'er
was received from a lawyer in New York
inquiring for the heirs of the said John
Morgan. It now appears that after the
escape he found his way to New York
when he married and accumulated quite a
It was in relation to this propproperty
erthat tiie N. Y letter was written,
and the heirs in this city and vicinity
e now
preparing to get possession of it
Fortin mi Argus
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eiehration and Interi'he principal builderection. The Presi-

the sun's distance, the moon
will become to the mariner a grand celestial deck, giving him absolute time.
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i;ia:

handsome

our

WILLIAM II. SIMPSON. | eertaining

1 risoners were taken to the
station, and yesterday Deputy

a verv

nautical almanacs, so essential to
navigation. The motions oi the moon are
disturbed by the sun’s attraction, and
when this is accurately determined by as-

that portion ol'

■

tea

ol'

nn R.soAY, Area st g, 1874.
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Kennebec County lying east ot the river—
For some time the United States authorities have been
cognizant oi the fact that
an illicit distil was being operated somewhere in the town oi W indsor, Kennebec
County, but the particular locality could
About ten days since
not be discovered.
information was received by the authorities, which, it was thought, would lead to
tae arrest ot the guilty parties, whose
names were ascertained
to
be James
Brown, and Dominick Winn. Accordin'’V
Deputy Marshal Marble started out to
w'ork up the matter.
For live davs he lbiwed the trail, tracing Brown, who
proves
to be au old offender,
through a dozen
Uilerent towns, out over a wide expanse
t territory ; when he would
get there he
thought he had his man sure, he would
end he was a iittle too late
Finally, he
got back to a house in the *own of Wiiitenoid. and several suspicious circumstances
i him to believe that the man he was
.rfer occasionally made that
place a visit,
iir could derive no information from the
people in the house, so he departed; but
instead of going far away, went into the
woods and secreted himself,
only coming
out for his meals.
For two days he remained there, having made
arrangements
with a man that it
anyone arrived at the
house, he should be notified.
On tho
=ei an!
day a wagon drove up to the h use,
■nd a trunk was loaded into it and
closely
wered, and two men rode away
Soon
Iter they had gone Marble came out, and
aving procured a team, started in pur■ait
tie overtook the team, and the parv'
ed to lie Brown and Winn
p
The
v -." I]
1 been at work on a farm near v.
>'
e:i
o.ct Mr
.Marble had ascertained.
11
b"
a l nut arrested
him ft r fear of
■-

all) ,iiis said, in perfecting the lunar tables

tact that Venus us seen from different ter-

restrial

at any instant of iter

view-points

transit will appear projected on different
parts ot the sun's face. It two widely

separated

observers should at the

same

in-

stant find the exact apparent place of
Venus on the sun’s face, a comparison of
observations would show how much the
star was displaced in direction, and the

distance between the observers being
known and serving as a base-line, the required distance of Venus from the earth
This is the direct
is easily calculated
method of transit observation.
But the nicety required in measuring
the distance between the two observers
and the difficulty ot obtaining it in the
last century led Halley to devise another.
This famous scientist proposed that two
observers, one at a northern and the other
at a southern station, should note the
exact

time the star

ing its transit

consumes

across

in complet-

the sun’s lace,

along

the two different paths she will seem (as
viewed by them) to follow, and thence to
deduct the length oi these two apparent

i-iot

There

ho

Fair

Play.

tiii-

1

_

■

Sharp
last,
precarious.
Washington, Aug. 1 The War De- or photographic method, consists in makpartment received a report of the expedi- ing the sun picture his own disc, with
tion under Capt. Bates, which left Camp
on the face, at
instant, which
Venus
furnishes data for

any

Brown, Wyoming Territory, July 1st for
a comparison similar
the purpose of punishing the Indians who
were committing depredations. He reachto that obtained, but without photoed the Indian village at Owl Creek Moungraphy, by Ihe direct method
tains, which consisted ol 112 lodges in a
The American observers will rely mainIndians
The
fire
on
ravine.
opened
deep
the troops, hut without damage, and the ly on the Halleyan and photographic
troops drove them through a gully where methods, but not to the exclusion of both
they were crowded so closely together theothers. The Russians will employ the
near the lower end that the troops had a
method in their most important
splendid chance at them, and counted alter Halleyan
the fight 17 dead bodies almost in one expeditions, and the English the Delislean
heap. In about twenty minutes or half an and Halleyan. The French will combine
hour at the furtherest there was not an
the Halleyan with the photographic apIndian in the village, excepting the dead
and the children who were left in the paratus, and have already prepared for
lodges. The Indians who had escaped very extensive observations. It, is pretty
had reached the rocks above, where they well
agreed upon that, of all the methods
opened a very telling fire on the troops,
to be employed, the photographic has to
men and
two
three.
The
killing
wounding
result of the fight was 25 Indians killed, contend with the fewest difficulties, and
usual
the
with
and
proportion of four the value ot its results will be largely cir
wounded to one killed, there being 100 hanced
by the tact that the actual measwounded. Complaint is made of the bad
will be made after the transit,
urements
of
the
Shoshones
behavior and cowardice
when the excitement of the observer lias
who were with the party of allies.
Salt Lake, Aug. 1. Fifteen Indians cooled down.
raided on a haying party at Pine Grove
Apart from the elucidation oi many
Meadows, Wyoming Territory, yesterday,
other practical problems, the success oi
was sent in purThe
one.
cavalry
killing
the present observations will aid materisuit.

When

Difference

of Views.

Blaine issued his letter
against ihajlcmoerats of Maine anil their
platform, charging that free trade was the
worst possible policy for the Slate, and
that reciprocity was the worst form of
free trade, simple folks doubtless supposed that the republican party was arranged in one unbroken front against such
purposes. Hut there are other portions of
the country that send senators and

Speaker

Secretary Bristow lias succeeded in
placing the balance of the five per cent,
funded loan with August Belmont & Co.,
on behalf of Nathan
Meyer, llothschild &

and most suggestive of these witnesses is
George Alfred Townsend, who gives his
views in a letter to the Isew York
of thi

we

copy

a

Graphic,

portion—

Mr. Beecher lias lost no home, no wife, no
He is rich, gorged with friends, surrounded by his legions. The other man lias
lost tiie little home which was his all. His
wife is voluntarily in the enemy's camp. He
date not try again to earn his bread by his pen
lest he be called a mere mercenary in thi- hour
.Monroe, 7; Mnntof the trial of his honor. If lie stand before a C; l.ineolnville, in
lecture audience as he used to, lie will he a ville, f,
Morrill, 7 ; Northport, fi; Palerparaded cuckold All has gone from him—the mo, 1.1
Prospect, f.: Searsmonf, 0; Sear
plea-ant name lie earned, the sweet sleep ihat
In the
ministered To him hut yesternight.
Stockton, d: Swanville, 1 ; Troy,
X;
port.
hour and beamy of Ids youth he is a dead mail
compelled to live. Nature will not permit his x; Thorndike. 7- Cnity. X; Waldo, 7.
heart to break, but has turned it to marble.
Winterport, d. The official eall for the
Fighting there, like the dead f id in the front of
battle, i feel for him as one who lias followed Convention will he published in onr ne\t
hi
profession and know its trials. 1 live in issue.
the hope that his dishonored house will be rebuilt, and I have a presentiment that, unless
otic- or the other dies m this quarrel, that man
A nr.Vi.-l
ini' :l- ;i ting the centenand wile will live together and set the Christianity they have both abjured, under the in- nial ha. been devised, and will, ii is exfluence of Mr. Beecher, its sublimed example
pected, (ip carried out under tin* direction
of forglveues-.
For they are both the moral and mental off- of lii' Lindernmn, director nt' tin- mint..
spring of’that deluding priest who lias been It is
proposed tn strike nt tin1 Philadelphia
twenty years painting out the austere face and
mangled body of Christ to give ns instead a mint a device n- he furnished by 1 >r. I.inharlequin representation, Tilton and Mrs. Tilderman, two medal' commemorative of
ton were brought up at Beecher’s feet: their
souls were trained by hint
If, in the finality tin1 centennial, one made of silver about
of that, virion-teaching, the .hoy turn:j out a
social! t and tin giri a Magdalene, let the the size of a silver dollar, for public cirprayers of men and women be made lor their culation. co.ling probably SI.oft or Si,
return along those years of seduction to the
spot of beginning, where they shall liml not and the ether a more elaborate and costly
the pastor they worshipped but the Christ he
medal, to he sold for So or Ss The profit

salary

betrayed.
As to Beecher, I have no sympathy for hi*
pain. To me the evidence is in. He lias led
the happiest life these many years that can be

afforded to a human creature.
Universally
praised, idealized, almost transfigured: in absolute health: a very Cardinal Wolsev in beef
and possessions: statesman, moralist, and
churchman in one, he has led a frirolou- life,
wasted the gifts of Providence, and helped the
dissipation of the times. He has been the great
U

shui-ifii,

...ii

r-C-

!,

evidence
had been

against

him

wa

strong.

lie

the road at the time the shots
were heard
lie bore a bad character,
lie betrayed signs of tear when arrested,
lie denied having been out, which was

proved

on

at once to be an untruth,

lie had
exhibited a pistol in a saloon
close by the spot where McCann’s
body
wa : found.
Finally, the bullet taken from
McCann’s head fitted the chambers in tbe
revolver found in Wagner’s room. What
that

night

stronger
a

case

prisoner?

could be made out against
But suddenly a man comes

forward, a harmless, innocent, fish dealer
Thomas Brooks by name, who tells how
McCann met his death. Brooks was driving to New York for a load of fish, when
McCann sprang into his wagon and attacked him. Brooks fired at him twice
and passed on, ignorant that lie had hit
him and thinking that he had jumped
from the wagon. The mystery is solved;
hut. if Brooks had not told the truth,
would Wagner have escaped hanging?

They have a trotting horse in Bangor
called Honest Bill.
He wasn’t raised
there

telegraphed

the former, of which evcral hundred
thousand arc expected to be sold, will he
about 7b cents each, and the other about
ihe same proportion, alter paving the ex

to

e<t

pretext, of a resistance to the laws.
The constitution contemplates that only
the gravest eases call for this as the last

remedy, when the legally constituted
authorities are being overcome by armed
resistance The little West Point I Jovernor
ot

Mississippi,

son-in-law of Ben.
Butler, must understand that his will has
ceased to he law
and

We hear lrequentty ot cases wherein
men take their lives lor want of a sufficiency of this world's goods, ami the
wherewith

supply their wants and enjoy its pleasures. But in San Francisco,
Wm. B Bourn, worth two millions, shot
himselt with a pistol in hi< luxurious
to

apartments, mid went to the undiscovered eonntry, where he will report himselt without a cent more in his pocket,
than Tom .Tones who died in the alnt
house
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1st

dian was the. son ol a Boston policeman
whose acquaintance with theatricals was
limited to turning the loot-lights up and
down and aiding the <cene-shifters occa-

win.

Tin- case

ui'

Boss, abducted
for

little boy, Charley
Philadelphia, and liflil

tin>
at

ransom, is still ns dark as over.

The
ell oris of i In- police have lailed, and
even'
endeavor to penetrate the dark
mystery ends when1 it began. It is gena

1-1,01,

Company standing on
occupied by Albert

liell,

I
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1K, 0^-1-

t

place in the city, and will he
held^until the negotiations produce the
•■$:!0,00ii demanded- unless the villains
shall earn out their threats of tukino- his
life.
some secure

the site of the store

Burgess,

was

the

barrier in the other direction. 1 tie “town
pump" was out of order at the time had
it not been the tire would have been confined, probably, to the '.tore where it
originated. The only other building in

burned this venr w:i the house of
It. Blanchard, near the easterlv
line of the town ; the fire occurred in the
morning of December doth
The inauguration of President duel, on.
town

Shepherd

which occurred on the fourth oi .March.
W'as celebrated here by the
tiring of cannon, ringing the bell, patronizing the bar
of the Kaglo Hotel, and other testimonial
of rejoicing.
Although there were but
seventy-nine who voted lor hirn in November previous, when the dark cloud o|
“coffin handbill
lowered in the east,
there were hosts oi devotee to hail the

it
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M r>. Lm*\ t .ooch of Kmiirbtmk
eommitted
'Iiirj.lr bydmwniinr in the nvek near her hcm-e.
"he \\ .;< <i*yeiiiy-vi\*
years old.
Ib-imd I’ond, Bri'lol.
nil- t«> l.e one of the
thrifty \illave- of fhe State. This pro-iperifv
i-- largely attrihntafde 10 th. porgy.
i ll. lb.-ton P.Ki nggr-'ts that it would he
appropriaie for her .Ma jesty fn eonter the < »rdei
<>f tie *>ariei
?i the lied
stocking®.

Several buildings wen* <*ro< L<-i 1 mill vessols built this
year. Among the buildings were iho county jail and jailer-'
house. the brick school house on the nmiluon. the I nick block at tin
corner of
.M:iin and Church street
I>uill i>\ Unn.
Joseph \\ iUiamson. now occupied by A.
Ik Chase, Augustus
IVrry and other-.,
the fire-pront brick block oli
High street,
also built by Mr. \\ illiamsmi, now occu
pied by H. b. Lord. the Kastcrn Impress
Company, (ieo. It. leeper, and other
the brick store on Main irect now oeen
pied by i-1. A I. liohbitis. built by lion
William Crosby, on the die ol one'id' the
wooden building burned in i ebruai
ol
this year.
the schooner Samuel wabuilt at the shipyard of llaraden ,v

trench,
in

son

«

If i rumored ihat the ('obiirnsof Skowhegun,
have d- 'patched an agent to England to negoli'li** a
a.
of a portion of their 1 imhetland®.
lima *(.r< i• > u
lerjiievtod by aehaponee
end him -uri
lire
jemedv for eatarrh,
’< lit volir d-d
Whieii In- did m ihi
head
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,-homier lh’cddenl .lad.
shipyard it the lb-ad ,.! the
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Tide.

lie is a
brother ot out fellow citizen t diaries
Palmer, Esq. \tler retiring from the
business of publishing, lie wa for awhile
a clergyman; since then lie has devoted
most of his time to various reformat.>rv
movements and published several essays

publication

was

suspended

and kindred subject’s,
which have been widely eireulateil. The
views advanced in them have not always
been in unison with popular sentiment;
but tho lucid argument and earnest sincerity with which he has endeavored to enforce them reflect credit alike on hi; head
and heart. He i now residin'1, in New
Vorlc.
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formed a co-partnership
umler the name of Kimball X'falel. and
eommeneed business on the uhari non
known as Lewis'—the lirm was dissolved
in November, 1k;!1.
.Mention has heretofore been made of .Mr Kimball; .Mr. l aid' is now and has been for mam rears
residing in Boston. The law lirm of
Wilsmi X" Stevens was dissolved ; both of
them have been already mentioned ; a
more extended notice of Mr. Wilson w ill
hereafter appear. Noyes L\ Uawe- eanie.
bought out the old hook -tore uf W B
Simpson, and offered for sale at No.
Main street, the store now oeenpied by
Woods, Matthews x Baiter, a l:n ge’assonwas

*.

il"

■

its

inin--

po>[•(•! I,

ri

a
dil f.u v.-win- that “ii"
ih if ha\ urn.died a bottle.’
fvn. i.-d ii:« k lei' drinkiir

t.j.ii.i

m

hall imieh

a

and the

Palermo, an- so established a •‘oiroulatiug library,'' tar
nounced to the public that they had taken beyond anything that has since existed
the Eagle Hotel, succeeding Thomas Pick- here in pecuniary and literary value
li
ard its late landlord
I nder their admincontained between six and seven hundred
istration the hotel was kept to the satisfac- volumes, and was in receipt of twenty retion of the public, but as an almost neces- views and other periodicals
Additions
one-half inches in length, measuring from
sary consequence without any great profit were made to it a- valuable and popular
one extreme of the body to t|ie other, exlvi.N'TLCKV Klkction.
The general to themselves: the custom of ilie place at works issued from the press. |)r. Bit-hard
elusive of claw= or teelers."
eleetion took place in Kentucky on Mon- that time was not suflioionlly large to Moody came here to reside; his olliee
Members of Congress were voted create a demand tor the rooms of •‘cir- was in the room now oeoupied In fox A
The Supreme Court of the State has day.
cumambient construction" from which Field. The lirm of Whittier (l)avid) X
for throughout the State, but the
only their predecessor anticipated, but failed, Patterson (Edward) was dissolved: the
just decided, in a case brought, up from
official on the State ticket w’as Clerk of
probably, to realize a handsome revenue. former died here in ISP); the latter at
Sagadahoc county, that a belief iu spirit- the
The market price at this time of some sea, in IS":’.. 'flic firm of Chase X SibCourt. The Democrats, as
Supreme
ualism is not insanity. It. was a will ease,
usual, sweep the State, returning a solid of our products was as follows, butter Id ley—Nathan \\ (.’hasp and Bonbon Sibley
in which it was urged that the testator
to I t cents per pound : cheese, now-milk.
was formed and eommeneed busines;
delegation to Congress and electing near- 0 to S ; beef 1 to ; veal o and f.; eggs lit in store No. !l Main Street. On the dis'-o
was under an insane delusion in conseon
their ticket, by in
and Id cents per dozen; potatoes per lntion ot the lirm Mr. Chase removed i.ly every official
quence of alleged communications from creased
bushel
cents; wheat, goon-seed. l.T.a: Bangor where lie died many year ago
majorities.
the spirit world
At the annual
rye 1.00; porn Vo cents; oats do havlev
.pring meeting, notum
07 ; board
merchantable, per M.Jteet 7.00 P. Field, .lame- MoCi'illi and Samuel W
the
mutual
friend
of
Moulton,
Beecher
The Biddeford Daily Times and the
11
andS.00; shingles. Mo. 1 pine and cedar, Miller were chosen Selectmen;
and Tilton, lias been interviewed and L'./jO
| |ie ears of potato raisers Bradbury
Clerk
Thomas Marshall,
Maine Democrat, both issued from the
per M.
Pile following
nttr
were
pumped. He says that before he speaks were cheered by the announcement that Treasurer.
same press, have been purchased by AY.
of schools vt ’no,
he must be invited to do so by a written potatoes were selling in Boston for fifty raised: for support
S. Noyes, Esq., of Saco, and will herecents and that Bright on them from this of paupers $-100, for fencing hnrving
after be published by him. The establish- request from both parties, and then lie port was six cents per bushel.
ground $100, ringing the bell s'o, in
shall feel called upon to consider the proOn the nth of May the good people ot eidental expenses $,V,0, in lie expended
ment was largely owned, we think, ly
of telling what he knows! The our village experienced quite a scare. The on roads $300 in money and iS’tOOu in labor
Timothy II. Hubbard, Esq. Mr. Noyes, priety
fact probably is that lie don’t like to come schooner Lucerne, launched about a month A third li'ial for election ol lieprescntawho is a thorough Democrat, will ke»p
previously from the shipyard of Bishop tivc to Congress took place; the whole
too near the snare, tor fear ot
the papers oil the right track.
getting and Wright, made an excursion in the Bay number of votes thrown was
the
;
with about sixty of our towns-people, old candidates were Joshua W. Hathawav.
caught himself.
and young, on board. When about
mile Leonard Jarvis, Samuel I pton. Philip
-Presque Isle has got a starch factory,
Those Plymouth Church fellow■; area from the Monument, with all sails set, she .Morrill, Jere. O'Brien and John (. Hemic
and is going to stiffen up with two hunwas struck bv a flaw of wind and upset.
-no choice was effected
dred and filtv tons of the art iele this year. queer set. Mrs. Stanton says that WilAt. the annual fall meeting the munlier
Many on shore were watching her at the
Smith the colored cadet at West kinson is a stockholder in the Christian time and three vessels lying at the wharves ol rotes thrown on the gubernatorial
were
immediately manned and tailed to ticket was old ; the candidates were JonaPoint, has been dismissed for deficiency Union and the kite of Christ, both edited her assistance. The Castine
Packet, rap- than H Hnnton and Samuel II. Smith
in his studies—or as some of the papers by Beecher, and that he was extremely tain
Skinner, who is well remembered bv The contest was a hard and ven hitter
anxious
to
the
Tilton
scandal
keep
secret, ninny still living, was within a short dis- one ; the
say because lie was an elephant on the
pluratifv for Smith in thi-, place
because
it would knock the I if'e of tance of her when she rap i/ed and went was 13d. Peter Rowe IJsip, was chosen
hands ot the administration.
Christ, higher than a kite !”
promptly to her relief; fortnnnfeh tm lives Representative to the Legi- I itnrc. An
It is announced that Col. Go wan, conwere lost. A short time before the I iteerne
other trial, being the fourth, to elect a
tractor for building the Bueksport fr Banwent over she swept along like a bird pa t
Representative to Congre-'■ readied in tin
The seaside hotels are doing poorly this
the Packet jogging lei-nneli along under choice an eijitallv tin iteec till mat tool,
gor Railroad, has sued the company far
year. There are three reasons for it
mainsail and jib. and some wag on board place on the :iojh oi' November.
the
$100,000. That don’t mean that he will first,
people generally liavn’t. got the ot her calling to the bluff old captain in candidates were Joseph William ,.,i I ,j.
A contractor’s suit
it he was at anchor.
get any such sum
What the re ol this place. Jars i
Lpton and Inane
money; eeond, the season is a cool one; quired
was is nor recorded
has come to be understood as a part of
growl Me -r Hathawav. Morrill and I'llrien
ply
pvnhahlv
third, a good many have taken a trip When he laid his
loop along i.lc the having left the held At the -ivtli trial
every raiioad company's experience. We across the
Atlantic, us being quite as rapsi. ed 1 .neerne few minute Intel and in the pring; nt the ne t year, l,-,,nird
don’t, remember a railroad in Maine that
discovered that all on board were ate. lie Jarvis, ) tp, of I ll-'-wiirth was elected
cheap.
hasn’t had one
exclaimed in his usual gruff but go, .d na
['here were forty deatli in tow n duriiothe year eight were drowned and three
The Senatorial tight in this State waxes tnred manner, “Bv the gnd“ -~ir who"
Some of t lie paper are reporting that
at anchor now !’*
I lireo had lived more
burned to death.
farmers think they have discovered the warm. The lhingor Whig utters a defi
than I,-nr score year
About this time a Clul. w
for mud nn
Ymong the de
aut
orow over the
ilanilin
Colorado potato blip on then several
delegates der the name of the Round Robin t'inh. ep.ased were ('apt Robert timers I)
vine
We have no doubt that they are elected in Augusta to the County Conven- itsobjeet w:vt a mystery to the uninitiated William Poor and John Angicr, I ■.)
brief biographical sketches ot them will
mistaken.
They have diseovered the tion, although it appears to outsiders to tor a long time; in la. t as long as it exist 0e found
in the tie,■eedin|‘ ehapt.-i
ed. The gossip and Paul Pits <d the
he
a very small erumh
eommon potato beetle, that
eompa res
day were sorely pn, 'led. it meetingwitIi his wild and destrnetive Colorado
or ••convocations" as they were styled,
The huinlmg yarn about the great. Chase
Ill I I'.-I KAMI IN \l UNI
were regularly notified In the Scribe ii.
IV.Mil ] In
kin as the civilized man compares with
in Kngland is
going the rounds the newspapers; sometimes they were lnrthroming report of Mr \\e. stale In
the South-sea cannibal. When the Col- property
iiranoe Cnmmi sinner lor Maine, it
The chaps that get fat lees for held in the “(Inter,” at. other times in the
,p
orado eliap comes he will not only devour again.
The Hub eontinned pears that the eomlilion ol lite itisin anor
“Inner Temple.”
it
must,
in
their
looking
up
sleeves. nntil its members became exhausted by
laugh
the
in
but
field,
potato
every green tiling
oompanie doing hnsine- in tlii. Stale i
the pertinacity of tlm -e who were diligent
a-: follows :
come rp to the tanner's door, and ask
The reservoirs continue to
At the elnse n| Is, ; there were thirltexplode. One ly seeking t.o ascertain it object ami the
how many of last, year's crop he has got
of
its
character
near Trenton, New
proceeding and then died two life atnl two neeideut iusiirane..
Jersey, emptied itself One old
let! over. The kind of bug that, has prelady asserted unhesitatingly Hint panies authorized to <t.. business in tlii
of thirty million
gallons of water on “nngood would come of
vailed has three stripes on the wings,
it,” another that State. The Cnion Mutual Life Insurance
but
no
lives
were
lost.
“all the young men who belong to it ought Co. of Augusta, is the only life insurance
while the western hug has ten.
Some Sunday,
to be oi/sh r.</ rri/ by all the girls,” and Iho
there are now
company in this State,
years will elapse before the latter arrive,
The Second Maine Veteran
Cavalry As- editor ol the Farmer perpeirated the con- thirty-three lite ami I wo aeeiilent- comp ■
but when they do eome there will he no
sociation will be holden this year at. Buoks- undrum. “Why is a eertain Club in (his nies fining business in Maine. The grn:
ehanee for a. mistake about the tart.
like a highwayman ?” and answered assets ol lite insurance companies trail
port, August 19th. Half fare rates on (lie village
it by adding, " lteeau.se it is Round Robin
anting business in the state, anionnteil
boats.
The eompiler of these Annals is the onh the first of January last to Saiii.ii.s.'i.o.iii
Thomas Cahill, charged with the murder
The liabilities anionnteil to $28::.
■i.i.
surviving member of the ( Till>.
of Bridget, Landergan, at Boston, last fall,
The Portland Daily Press is now
There was no public celebration of 9 tr.thiV.2o. The total surplus a- regards
printhas. been arrested in Ireland, and i to ed on a double eylinder Hoe
I he
of duly in this place this year, but
policy holders, is $32.h:W,2S9.30.
press- the in- Fourth
a large number of the townsmen
be returned to this country for trial.
partici- income amounted to $lul ■> .. ,n,so.i. 1 I lie
creasing cireulation of the paper renderpated in a Celebration at Montville where expenditures amounted to $, I,.. 40.‘t, it
it necessary.
was delivered by William
an Oration
The liquor agent at Bangor is charged ing
•i-l. 'l'lte total excess of ineoine over e\,
Stevens, Esq., then a resident here. In penditures is $30.390,Kid.On.
Policies
with having sold gin to a crazy
II
the
person,
republican Congressmen don't lien of “the Fourth'’ we had a “Theatrical terminated during 1873, by death or maand the crusader; are praving lor him
put the mulatto cadet back to West Point Company,” the first which ever came so turity, 7840, amounting to $22,2 t"|.L>«i,;.
with great spirit.
tar east; the Company lingered and loafed by expiration, 932, amounting to $2,347,again, or give him an office, they can’t in and
about this locality for some two 901; by surrender, 91,890,
amounting to
on
the
colored troops any longer.
roly
months. Their performances wore in $G5,588,82G; by losses, 57,520, amountAt Bangor, tho women have retired
Academy Hall, where Shakespeare and ing to $144,1)17,455. The number of polfrom the saloon praying business, and a
I hey have been
trying to spoil ihc other more modern dramatists were most icies issued during the year was 3773,
Young Men's Crusade Club has been or- river water at Bangor, by pouring into it mercilessly slaughtered. Richard 3d, Amount insured $5,195,007. Premiums
(ieorge Barnwell, Pizarro, Hie Stranger, received, $1,079,491.29. Losses and claim
ganized.
sixty barrels of confiscated rum.
were amongthe victims, and “to the great incurred during the
year $278,234.99.
and enthusiastic admiration of large au- Losses and claims paid. $305,90(1.99.
llirigo Business College, at, Augusta,
—The bottom of the Kenduskeag is bare
diences,” as the local journal of the day Losses and claims unpaid, $199,521. The
advertised in another column, offers an when the tide is out. [Whig.
said.
Such theatrical performances in whole number of policies in torcc in the
And
in
to
the
for
if
it
the
condition,
opportunity
good spanking
young
acquisithese days would he hissed out ot Haytord State at the elose of 1873, 10,787. Whole
misbehaves.
tion of a business education
Hall. The professional education of the amount insured. $29,105,257.
the said loth day id October to the 1st
dav of April next following of each year,
no lobster shall he -o caught, preserved,
sold or exposed for sale, under ten and

Goneralties.
>\ in'll tin.
put i* iiit'i 'ini
alic'l cTiisjii.in >yrnp.

bia," the Polar Bear “inhabiting the frozen
I In :tn11j11nf ..f if .1-^1—#•«! in Korkluiid
vr;i’ i- *11*7.t I'.i.so.
I;:it.• <»f taxation.
regions of tin* North," the Hyena “one of thix | IK 1(1.
ill
! the most blood-thirsty animals that inI
;i eon! 'half ln-a.- Boon.
j habitstlie forests,” Handy Jack and pony,
In\\ a, a family of
: the Dog-faced Baboon and a collection of Iiou-. were nnearlhed one hundred :»nd ♦*iirl<t
!•
rl
below
the snrtaee.
luonkies; admittance Id 1-2 cent.-. The
I lie Brooklyn A in- ha- advi<-s p,
general impression in the eommuniu was
that it was the rhca/n.■*/. concern of the liial there i- n<»t
lmteh trimming on nin'htkind, in every sense, Hint had ever'visited gosviw a^ 1 here iixal to hr.

view simply of a -eertaining i\hat nr
eommoilation. were to be prn\ idi-.l tin
the nnfortnnate criminals who might Insent there, knew more about that hn||.|c
and its contents, than
they uoro disjin ed
to tell,
’t he building wa of lone, thirty
hy twenty anil a halt teet m diinr-n ion
and two stories high, the wall
of the
lower lory were two feet thick. of the
rising sun."
1 he corporator. named in i lie.Vet in
upper, eighteen inches. At the Noy.-mcorporating the “Wahl.. Agricultural So- lier Term of the < mill ot Se ions the
ciety" met at the Court House March '7th building wa accepted and notice riven
id do\ of the aimam) organized l.y die election of Phene/er that on and alter the
Everett. Esq., of Vfomville a-. President, month it would be n ed and ■■•eupied a
and the late dames White,' E-q ot this the (immnii jail in and for the
oiinty <>1
place as Secretary Hem Ralph < John- Waldo. Nathan Ifeywoml wa ..
!
It
to
be
continued
nvd
jailor.
the
son is the only one ofthe enrpomtoi who
is now living.
county jail until lS.'d. when it wa • i. im>1
ished
a
and
new one erected.
On the Silt of April .1 newspaper called
The first occupants of the brief |■ !■ ■■ j,
the Maine Partner and Political Register
made its appearance.
In dimensions and at the corner of Main and (’hmvli ii'i-i-i
typographical execution it was about the w ere dame-, \V, Webster, who oeenpied
same a; the Journal then wa
Benjamin the store on the corner. Or Aloodv. who
P. Bond and Edward l’almer were its pub- oeenpied the room over it. and Ab-ssr-.
lisher
Mr. Bond was a native of Hallo- Chase Ar Sibley, who occupied the store
t he lifst oeenpanl. ol
well and by trade a printei
He came next beyond it.
here front Castine, where he had been the the (ire-proot block were Air. William ..
publisher of the Eastern American which its owner. Judge .tnlmsmi, K. 0 Allyn.
the Clerk ot the
died 011 his hand ;. He -old his interest in T.si‘[., It if Alilcn, 11 .|
the Farmer to Mr. Palmer August l stli and < 'units, le-gistcr of Deeds. Kegisti-i' o|
The lir-t
went to Bluehill w here lie commenced the Trobatc, and the IV.-t (mice.
of the horn on Main street.
publication of a new paper called the oeenpant.s
Bluehill Beacon and Hancock County Were 1’. II Ila/eltine mi the tir i tloor.
rushy m Unin uvei1
Journal which lived nearly Iwo years. He and \\ illiam 11
then removed to Boston and died many it.
Several imporlniit Ini ines change- myears ago. Mr. Palmer continued to publish the Farmer until October l-;:‘o when onrred this year, .lohn s. Kiinhall an.I

treating ofthe

on

t!i- I'«,

Heine, rolling along from faith to folly, from
sublimity to buftoonry; and all that facile
genius lie possessed for making nothing seem
something will he without a literature or a pupil. It was in toe destiny of things that this
career
hould not proceed to its end without
teaching its lesson.
1
But
would call the public attention to the
ease of Mr. Tilton, whom I do not know, and
always looked askant at until hts bitter hour
has come. In his capacity of the editor of the
Bcecher-Boweu organs, lie was the working
man of that concern; Beecher was the star that
drew the crowd; Bowen took the money in
many ways, chiefly various. In my view'the
only' honest man of the three was Tilton, in
this : he was not working for mammon under
the religious cloak.
Both the others were.
Beecher was disposing of his Sabbaths, huckstering out Ills apologies for the behavior of
God, and Bowen was disposing of Beecher.
The paper might well have been edited bv John
Tetzel, the merchant in indulgences, and while
nominally religious, positive unbelievers did
much of Its work.
Now, between these two men, earning a salary and no more, was an anxious, ambitious
literary youth, so confounded in course of time
with Beecher’s name that he could not keep Ids
balance, and, being a worse actor than his
exemplar and with less responsibility, he undertook to outdo the latter in radicalism, ami
made that amusing jonrnal wild aud himself
unpopular. The literary temperament is apt to
be nervous and querulous, and Mr. Tilton
probably thought more of himself in those
halcyon*times than of his wife. She therefore
withdrew to the pastoral spring of consolation
that, like a flowing oil well, never gave out, and
with her emotional nature she gradually began
to feel home repellent in the exaltation of that
great good man’s sympathy. Unnatural relations,
more intimate than any prudent pastor would
permit, grew and grew: and she who loves any
lias already
man more than her husband
wronged him. These were the days, no doubt,
when a little family din took the importance of
outrages. Besides, there was a mother-in-law
In the house.
But all this time, like a bondman yet an egotist, the husband was hard at work in that employment of composition which permits none
to divide his attention.
Up to the time of the
discovery of btrange, appalling relations between his associate and his wife there is every
record that Theodore Tilton was honestly earning his bread; that his literary style was not
lowered; that lie had gone off into no atrocious
doctrines, ami he was even engaged for a long
term of years at a
high salary to straddle the
East River, and edit lor Mr. Bowen a secular
paper in Brooklyn and a religious one in New
York. This was success, it was no benefaction from Mr. Beecher. It was quid pro quo
from Mr. Bowen. I never heard anybody in
those years call Theodore Tilton anything
worse than a conceited fellow, although two or
three unprofessional newspaper writers have of
late searched themselves to get mud to bedaub
him. To me his behavior in- these perilous,
wretched hours is so brave that only conscious
injury and a desperate intent for retribution
have nerved him

Coy. Ames, id' ,Wi csissippi,

on

the

oiiAKm:

principal tragedian consisted in playing
the “Ghost” in Hamlet; the leading come-
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the President, last week for troops to
According
Saturday, Aug.
basis established at the meeting of the quell an anticipated disturbance In that
Democratic County Committee towns state, and was refused. The country will
be gratified to know that a returning
will be entitled to delegates as follows
apBelfast.
Belmont, 7; Brooks, 7; Burn- preciation of (be form of this government
ham,.'; Frankfort, *J ; Freedom. 7 ; Isles perceives the folly and illegality of
boro, 7; daeksnn, 7
Kitov, 0: Liberty, furnishing iedcral troop, upon the slight
to

li v AN' ui,u s 1; r i l i: i:

of the loan at any time within six months. mers, as she was “to leave Belfast in ten
The loan is to lie taken at par, to be paid days positively” ; it would have been belter for her, it there is prolit in
of
tor in coin, or 5-20 bonds, the
parties to days, had her ten days notice length
been ten
receive one-quarter of one per cent, comyears.
On the 21st of January the Waldo
mission, and to defray all expenses of the
transaction, including the delivery of the Democrat, alter a lingering sickness of
numbers, died and “gave no
bonds. It is believed that the transaction forty-five
sign." On the sixth day of February the
will send the premium on gold down to
Republican Journal, White and Rowe.
th e per cent. Secretary Bristow will im- Publishers, rose from its ashes. The pubmediately proceed to place the $500,000,- lishers announced in their prospectus that
the political character of the paper was to
000 ot four and a half per cent, bonds aube decidedly democratic and that it would
thorized by the funding net of 1870. It is never hesitate to
propagate republican
believed that no great difficulty will be sentiment. What would the Republican
Journal of this day and the Progressive
experienced in placing the bonds, when a
Age say, in view of the modern definifurther decline of the premium on gold tions
ot tne terms democrat and republimay occur.
can, to sailing under such a llag !
On the morning of February 2:'th two
All the Kennebec
newspaper men who wooden buildings on Main street, on the
accompanied the excursion to this city site of the brick stores now occupied by L.
and Castine. last week, were delighted and L. Robbins and Robert F. Clark, were
were occupied on the lirst
burned;
with the good time they had, and are all lloor as they
stores, on the second as lnwranxious to try it again.
The Waterville yers offices.
A small
building just
hoeMail has an extended notice of the excur- southerly of them, occupied as a
maker's shop, was torn down to stop the
which
closes
as
:
follows
sion,
progress of the lire in tjiat direction. A
Wo do not know of a pleasanter jaunt, than brick
store occupied by Peter Osgood and
this one
Belfast

County

this county will he h Id in this city

ASXALS OF BELFAST FOR HALF \ CKMI KA.

Sons, of London, and J. W. Seligman &
| Inmnd TImi>»lav. l'urmtmv >ave»l.
This year opened with extreme! v cold
in Iirlawan- ilir {f>>r railing tlir < ouri
Co., on behalf of themselves and their weather; the mercury standing atK! de- sionally
The “New York Caravan" followed, "*■ i»l*»atiMl «»!•! rliiiiiM iTo-*’ i> just
associates. These parties made an abso- grees below zero at « o’clock in the mornthe African Lion with “lull
A youn- man na;ii. <1 i
n i a in i 11 Knox wa*»
lute subscription for $45,000,000, coupled ing, at zero at noon, and 12 degrees lie- comprising
low at nine in the evenimr. Mrs. I’lnebe flowing mam* and superior carriage," the
ln>\vn»<l \v!ii!
i;, • »a»inn at l»«T\vi«*k, Sunday
with the option of taking the remainder
in
•voning.
Sager issued her “Last Call” to her custo- Uoyal Tiger “imported the ship ('nluni-

I'lte Joyeis nl'fair play were in hopes
lliat lejpit proceedings yvhich began with
representatives, and help cleet Presidents,
the arrest of Theodore Tilton, on a crimwhose voices are as powerful asMaine'sin
inal charge of libelling Beecher, would
controlling the public policy.
have proceeded until a trial could have
.lust, now the representative republican
boon had.
Then, with the compulsory and
special friend of the administration in
power of legal process to summon wit- the west,is Senator Morton,of Indiana. lie
nesses and compel them to speak, the
is its trusted friend, its confident, itsmonthpublic would have got at the truth of this piece. Whatever he lays down as the
mystified business. But it the inter re- republican platform of to-day in that
ports arc correct, the Court is inclined to section, must be accepted as the genuine
dismiss the application, and thus throw
thing, however much it may differ from
the case back whore it was before the
other doctors having the ease in charge.
complaint Thi" will put it in the hands Mr. Morton on Saturday last delivered a
of the church, and consequently in the
speech at Terre Haute, Indiana, which has
secure keeping, tor Beecher’s interests, ot
been deemed of importance enough to be
those who would smother investigation.
telegraphed to all the eastern states and
They are restricted by no legal or other given to the readers ol the daily papersrules, hedged in by no forms, guided by In this he considers among other things
no precedents, bound by no oaths.
The the
question of a reciprocity treaty with
church and its pastor are their only Canada, lie does not
bandy words about
care.
Under such circumstances the ease the
matter, or beat about the bush, but
b prejudged and fairness is out oi the
comes to the point, and says—
question. All the churches ot the land
In regard to reciprocity lie favored a treaty
over the
road and out upon
may bulwark and buttress Mr. Beecher, with Canada as a foreign country as Ion? ns ft I’cnotiseot Bay. It Is full of variety and interremained such.
est, and it will do one good like n medicine.
may throw the weight ot their associated
How shout the eommtssarv department
So that really, and after all, the evils
some may inquire.
Well, they have a good
power in the scale, but in the balance of
that have been so terribly pictured as per- chowder on hoard the boat; the're is a nice hokick
the
beam.
he
must
tel at
public opinion
Cove, if. you chose to stop there,
tain to grow out of reciprocity, are favor- and nilRyder's
indifferent one at Castine which will
The spectacle of Tilton lighting this desed by the republican leader of the great serve It the company is not too largo; Imt as
our old friend Fiumee, of Belfast, tol.t us, the
perate battle singly and alone against west! And this is to lie the
policy and best and most economical
wav Is to go preparthe hosts of opposers will of itself win
the* laet of the future, as certainly as that ed with a well stored lunch basket, and then
the public sympathy, which goes always
are independent, for you
you
carry vournwn
the votes of the West and South dominate commissary
department.
with the under dog in the fight—laying
We should have been glad of a little time in
tho=pnf tile Past. So the people ot Maine
aside, lor a moment, the very' strong tesBelfast, in which to look about and call upon
may prepare to realize, by trie agency of our friends, hut it was not to he had; but the
timony and documentary evidence with western
numerous vessels upon the stocks; the
republicanism, ail Tho terrors sight of
The
which Tilton supports his ease
great numbers of small hut neat new houses at
which Mr. Blaine's letter so vigorously the lower end; the stir of life
along the
sober second thought is inclining the popwater front, and the general air of
thrift
shakes at them.
and enterprise observable everywhere, affordular heart and judgment towards Mr
ed abundant evidence that the eltv is enjoying
Tilton
Evidence of this comes from
County Convention.
a period of vigorous and healthy
growth!
everv direction.
One of the strongest
flic Democratic
Convention for

United Mates, as requested by
v-s
its last session, has extended
a cordial inv.iatiun to all other nations to
which affords the very displacej"i' in this work, and a large number oh paths,
these have .dreadv signilied their intention ment of the star required. This method
to ao.-i-pt that invitation Exhibition space
is dependent for success on conditions
is being applied tor I rum this and foreign
which make the entire transit visible,
and
manifestation
on
the
countries,
every
conditions
hard to realize, since baring
subject seems to indicate eminent success
But to carry \ cloudy weather, the transit lasts several
n.r uiir Centennial display.
ut this undertaking on a scale due to the :
hours, and the axial whirl of the earth
glorious event to be commemorated, addi- may take one or both observers out of
potional funds will be needed; for while
sition to see the whole transit. The Dethrown
around
h
s
cheerfully
Congress
this patriotic work the nat.onal prestige, lisle method aims to escape the eontinand promptly promoted it by appropriate I
gencies which jeopardize the success of
.avis, it did not furnish the
necessary
the Halleyan method, by simplif ing the
was
that
left
to
And
part
you
capital;
ot doubting that, inspired by the memories : observations to the determination of the
of the past and the blessings of the present, moment when, from opposite sides of the
you will cheerfully perform it, and to the
globe, the transit is seen to begin earliest
end that it may be convenient for you to
and
It one station obto begin latest.
do so, we have adopted a plan for raising
serves when the transit begins first and
a revenue, which will be brought before
you by the bureau created for that purpose, another at the opposite side of the earth
and acting under the general direction of
notes when it begins latest, a comparison
tlon William Bigler, a member ot this
board, who is commended to your respect- cf records affords the data for computing
ful consideration in the performance of his the distance of Venus from the earth, and
In addition to the use of thus,
arduous duties
consequently, of ascertaining the
this plan, any person can subscribe lor one
a remarkable rase ot' circumstantial
exact distance of the sun. But to put
or more shares of Centennial stock at $10
evidence
occurred recently in Jersey City.
each, by remitting payment for the same this method into successful operation,
The body of a man named James Me
check
or
to
Frederick
draft
each
must
asobserver
have
in post-office
by
previously
Fraley, treasurer. No.'904 Walnut street., certained with great exactness his lonyi- Cann, war, found on the road with two
will
be
which
certificates
Philadelphia, for
! tude and also his local time, which are bullet holes in the. head. The police arJohn Welsh.
promptly returned.
! hard to obtain, and make the Delislean rested one Frank Wagner on suspicion of
in
being the murderer. The circumstantial
Battle
Wyoming.
The
method somewhat
.1
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A 1
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entire Idoek : they icing the only tenants
reluseil, and lend.'red the company tin
amount ol thi a rent, yvhieh the
company
would not accept
\i ordingly men wet.
set to work
to
the
shut
oft
water
digging
and a fast'a the ilirt was throw n om th,
Messers, rimer shovelled it hack and
yverc finally masters ol the situation
large crowd gathered. : ml at one time it
appeared that a riot wa imminent. Had
the water parly show ed re a lance a liloody
tight would hay *■ ensued, as the company
isinhad od, r with a large majority oftlie
citizens.
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ork on the block of stores on Main street
The erection of the iron and
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I>aniel Tripp of ihi- town did
•ii Sunday
of last week of cancer ot the
stomach. He had suActed from the di-ease for
several years. Hi- aye was about -ixty-four.
He was highly respected.

timed next day. touching b»*re eaelt
They heeded our admonition eoncerning
river water, a e..- coming hack as straight a•ieeate- from a j»rohibitor> eonvcniion. You
ain't :dvs:»>- iel when >*»i: :ua doing good in
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The cheese factory is thus far
-u.
About twetilv-six hundred w
/In of milk is
used daily.
The hay crop wa- not s.» abundant a- w aanticipated at the beginning.
William S. Fuller has had a vesical
almliisiii-eessful]\ removed.

thi- world.
From the 1-t of Atign-i to tin* loth oi Oeto’•'•r i- the time wisely
-t apart liv the last leglalure, as a sea-on of repo-e for the lobster,
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young men who la-t week went into
Pitcher Pond, thinking the water
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not be

self

who keep carriages know how indi'r>oustible it is to have a handy and easily worked lever to raise the wheels for
washing and
"ding purposes, Fred Atwood is introducing
the publi.
carriage jack fcwhich answers
thi*. purpose better than any that w e have ever
those

en—being sirnpk and easily worked: and

as

>

back of hi- head, injuring him severely.
Clark at the -hoe factory, stin k tin* point
of a pair of
issor- ihrottgh her eve lid and
uto her eve, nearly
destroying the sight.
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Our neighbor- the \Ie--r-. Ellis. whose store
adjoins out on the north, are pronounced re-

Jb-eentiy tin*..

wooden structure
has taken u. fun« v to incline kindly and tenderiowards our brick wall, until it rested upon
u- in a
comiding way. With Mich decided
leanings, we had hoped for their political reveneration. lint theolherday our hopes were

appliances,
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men

ho restored ii-

hard when jack-screw

lake men away from
I i1 *

ct**amer
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with mechanical

origins! position,
are

emplowd

to
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Richmond now <onap«ts ut Portland with e\cuin train-over both
the Eastern and Bo-ton a Maine Railroad—
0 that
passengers from the east will arrive in
Boston the -arm- night at ten o'clock. The

public will

b.-

<»i

gl-i.t

10

Luow that tin* old

:n-

r;inge?neni In- b ,-n restored on mi- favorite
i.'iite.
fhe < Uy of Richmond i- excellently
wfdl Giiicered and prov ided with ail needed enm* 'ft
for passengers, as well us being a swift
fid ale bout. Pas engets Ihat d. 1 r. to, can
transferred to the steamer- of the R.. inn a
i* -riiaiul line, which has lirst elu.bout-, and
1 a* h Pa. ton the ru \! morning.

increased until he lo-t hi- senses, and did not
gain them. The phv-ician« pronounce his
dborder to have been one ot the bruin, conge--

paralysis. Mr. Frederick \v;c one of
most active and respected business men,

or

much beloved for his many excellencies of
won for him hosts of warm
triend-. He will he greatly missed in business
nd social circles, anil -udlv so in the bereaved

aiid

character, which

home, by those who have lost the tender love
and fostering cure of a husband and father.
He was forty years of age.
Tim Tr i. A goal
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story

citizens, a man m kindly linarl ami
pc-uliarly sensitive lo Hint touch „f pitv which
makes the whole world kin. |,ate one* rold
winter afternoon an old citizen from the conn.,nr

unloading

wood in ips y.lr,|_
almost perished with
Noticing that
old. lie asked the old man into liis kitchen to
take a cup of hot tea. Taking a small howl,
lie put therein a fair drink of "Id Monongahela

try

was

In'

some

was

whiskey,

filled it up with hot tea. softened by
'■retail and sugar, and put it into liis chilled
The satisfaction with which it was
quaffed, and the way it thawed the cockles of
his ancient heart, were cheerful to behold.
where do you get that
Squire,” said he,
kind of tea? It's just the kind I've beer, lookin’ arter. I believe these Belfast traders cheat,
hands.

and don’t give me the best kind!”

long time, whenever they met,

And for

was
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the dis-

penser importuned for the address of the «towho furnished that tea."
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Fron-tant pric-i ini., -in. II. *r husband dicos cmd l lx* guilt, and
hastened to inilii-t -mumar> punishment upon ihc erring pair.
I
advi-ed tlx* conic—or to < onfe-- ami seek
pardon imm I ho outraged lui-band. For the -ak.oi 1ho religion- tooling in tlio
locality and lor
hi- childiciT- -ake the injured man condoned
tlic oflonco o| hi-wife. w lx>
fully admitted tind ime and praycd lor mere.
li wa- supposed
dial only lour or II- know of ihc sin. -hanx*
and torgivene--. Through the
vague talo- of
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l..»wii 101115.hunt nianile t them-elle-. will prevent j
.'O henclicial is tin- elegant
any serious attack.
preparation in regulating the proper tlow of gu-trie
that
of looii and generation ot
fermentation
juices,
aci.l ga e- diiring the -umnier season, are rendered
if
taken
impossiM'-.
daily during hot v. eat her
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confidence uu-hakeu by years of ol.-n vat l.m
01
t aken when this serious and
a.lmini'tration,
oft cut imes fatal di-.-a
lias assumed the symptoms
of Asiatic Cholera; when purging and vomiting
have heconie fright fill, accompanied with terrible
cramp- and pain-, great muscular contraction, e».
peeiallv i-1 the bowels, ••which are drawn into a
knotcoldm
of the extremities, and suspended
circulation, taken, we say. at this critical moment, it
ne\ er fails to in.-tantly relievo and
permanently cure
It i- tlie only safe and refreshing drink »o be adm:n
ist.-red to<|Uencli the intolerable thirst that usual"
accompanii s this complaint. It should therefor* lain every family, on board-every ship, and tin- eon
'taut companion of every traveller.

pile-, hydrocele and varicose veins, and
Mhc best abdominal supporter in tlx* world.
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Tickets $1.00; Six Tickets $5.00;
Twelve Tickets $10.00; Twenty-five
Tickets $20.00.
< ircular.' nmtainhi" a full list ■»t
j>ri/.• a d**<rript ion oft hi* maun ir ot drawing, ami nth**r in for mat ion
in roft* rone* to tin- 1 ♦ istribution, will in- -mt to any ;
on<* iirdmin" tln-m.
\11 1 »*ltnni't to*
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'iuvi.ru.
L. D. SINE, Box 86.
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Front Braids from 50c to $.; 00.
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by all 1 >ruggis:■.
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In I.Min. Aug. jd, by Hev. A. II. Currier, at tie
e-iib uce nf ,1. (i. Knights, ].v,|.. ( apt. W illiam I.'
Rachel It. Rratt.botli of Itellast.
Hois and Mi
In >earsj»on, .July -i*tb, by Rev. L. I.. llunscom.
s
H.
of Kvidgtou. and Mis- Helen
Herb
Kuruham
Mr.
M. Nickel- nf Searsport.
In Stockton. .Inly nth b> Res. I,. I.. Ilauscom
( apt. Daniel A. 1‘anuo ami Mi<s Alice l.. Ilarriman
both of Stockton.
In Rockland,.) uly gjd, apt. .lames \V. Tlion a
and Miss Dora I.. Hat born, both of St. George.
In Rockland, July Md, Mr. Anson It. Cushman ami
Mrs. 1.1 iza ,|. Thorndike, both of Rockland.
In I’nion, July 18th, Mr. Nathaniel Libbi ami MiHattie N. Robbins, both of Warren.
Inst.
George, July :.\»th, Mr. William Shorn’ and
Miss Olive Robinson, both of St. George.
In South Hope, July ‘*:»d, Mr. Hiram R. Mitchell
ami Miss Hattie L. Merrifield, both of Rockland.
In KUsworth,‘ii’.th Inst., Mr. Geo. A. Cottle and
Miss Victory I,. Thomas, both of Kits worth.

ijikB._

Obit nary notices, beyond trie Date, Xa nte and Ay:,
1000 certificates of remarkable cures, including
must be paid for. j
In this city, Aug. Mb. Mr*. Jane A. Lllis, aged *o
frozen limbs, chronic rheumatism, gout, run- |
g months.
ning tumors, &c., have been received. We will years,
In this city, July Mth, Mrs. Dorothy Tobey, aged
send a circular containing certificates, tlie re- iVS years.
l"ii Searsport, July .'list, Capt. Greene I’emlleton.
cipe, &c., gratis, to any one requesting it. One
aged 07.
bottle of yellow wrapper Centaur Liniment iIn Swanvillc,‘-fOili uh.. Mr. Daniel Tripp, aged
wortti one hundred dollars for sweenied horse? years.
In Knox, nisi ult., .Mr. Calet Stephenson, aged T*
and mules, or for screw-worm in sheep. Stockowners—these liniments are worth your atten- years andmonths.
In Rockland, July -*7th, Mrs. Ann, wife of the late
No family should lie without them
tion.
Jessie McLain, of .New Sharon, aged 78 years and 10
“White wrapper for family use;"’ Yellow wrap
months.
Sold
all
by
Druggists, fit
per for animals.
In Union, July 17th, William R., aged 10 years;
cents per bottle; large bottle?. *1.0,1. ,j,
Julv Mth, Lina, aged t years, bildren of Mr. amt
rose -V Co. i»3 Broadway, New York.
Mr;. Spencer Sidelinin’.'
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pel lot me,I more
of « imsuiiiptiou than au> 01 h< renuatv known
the American public.
Iln \ are compounded of
vegetable ingredients, and contain nothing which
can be injurious to the human constitution.
other remedies advertised as cure for < onsuinplion, probably contain opium, which i- a somewhat
dangerous drug in all case-, and if taken fivelv by
consumptive j.aticnr-. it must do great injury; for
its temtciu v i- to coniine the morbid matter in the
mu t make a cure iiuf.osvstem, w hi> h. of out
sible.
Schenck's Pulmonic <\rup i- warranted not to contain a particle of opium It i composed of powerful
but harmless herbs which act on the lungs, liver,
toinach and blood, and tint correct all morbid .-e.
cieiions, and expel all the diseased matter from the
body. 'These are the only means by which consnmp
tioii can be cured, and ;i<Schenck'. l’nlmonic Syrup,
Sea Weed Tonic, and Mumlrak* Till
are the only
medicines w hich operate inthi wav. it is obvious
cure
for
Tulmonan
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only genuine
siimption. liach bottle ot this invaluable nu-dii-ine
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win* pri/.c a beaulilnl
(and we know our lady friends
all do), will thank to for a lew words on the
invaluabletjiialiiic of Wi n'-, HaIu Ait.ru: as
a dressing.
in our «»\y n case ii heals a hit mar,
keep- the head free from dandruff and -emf,
the
"hips
'tendency of our hair to fall, and
heightens iis beauix. A light touching with
it removes in* course and dry
appearance which
neglected hair puls on. imparts a rich gloss,
and make- us presen[aide in the most fashionable company. Such rare qualiliealions, prefined in a 'ingle preparation, create for ii an
enduring value: bin add to these the tacullv of
restoring to gray jocks their youthful color, "ami
maintaining mir good looks w ith '<» small an
vpernhlitur«* oi lime ami attention. and you
-tamp it. prime favorite with the public, "and
ensure its permanent ami enduring
popularity.
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infallible cure for Pijj> than ANAKLThe cures performed In this wonderful
rrnied) are simply miraculous. Lotions, oim"ooits. and internal remedies
produce more
harm Ilian good, bin AN A KL>|S is an c\i«-rnal r- nted.v a simple
suppository supports the
rumors nets as a soothing poultice and medicine, gives instant relief, ami cures
absolutely.
All Doctors prescribe it. Price .*>*1.00. Sold bv
\\ iii.o. Poor A Sou liclfast \1(*. and
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every Where.
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Hiis “lietiewer <»1 Strength” is denied us. times
when our minds and bodies have been ><» overworked and arc so worn out that we “woo the
drowsy god in vain.” The Peruvian >ivrup tan
Iron Tonic) renew > our strength and makes
"iir rest -weet and
refreshing.
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vegetable substitute lor
< astor Oil ever
compounded.
Instantly r-lieves
Colic, ('ramps, Diarrhu'a and all *li ->«*;*<<-> of Children
natural and healthy sloop, .v,iv«•
1‘wething. <
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CHRONIC DIARRHOEA.
I »y-oniery. and similar ailments are immediate" 1.
10 ved, and in ca-e- of many years standing, are
-urely and gradually cured, it- success in the'treatmeiit of these di-eases, is due to the fact that while
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stringent proport ie.-, it stimulates t..
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forever banished on lx* application ..1' l>r. Kainbow*- Keli.-t Cure, li ilight in every change of po-iiion, and ha- a
self-regulating pressure on the locality alone
that need- ii. li can no; -lido from
ii-proper
place, being comfortable both day and night.
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SHAWLS
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ALPACAS

Striped WOOL

Gauontti

i,ar;>es|

oil

]»*»i*uh‘r biuii i

ino<i

Fine DRAPE'D'ETE for-.LADIFS'SACKS.

*

SANFORD'S

j

—

STEAMER

H lio

tho

ii

Silver Grey & Steel Mohairs in all Grilles.
Silver Grey & Black Stripe Silks i Poplin \
Paisely Shawls & Striped do.

LINE !

AT BAVNER’S

ih.li'M-linn, iniprop. r Ibod.
i. inn in c indulgence in i,.
r.
imm. .Ii
change- oil* Mi|.Inn
to. jh« u-e >.i

produ

01

-uil.h-n
ate" nlie\ mi
will

inquiry took!
joint committee of clergymen

a

I advised that the accused wa- not
hound io criminate himself or heiself. and
recommended tin- party to
deny everything.
and tin* report to tin* bi-hop c\1’hey did
onerated tin* priest, penitent and husband,
and tlx* w itnos- \V:n di-creditod. The cavedrop]n*r wa- confounded, and giadh
-pt.-d
a tre.pa-age ticket
Att-tralia.
A- in tin ea-e ol
.Mordaum
and
the
Lady
l/riee oi \\ ale-, -o in all similar ram-. Surolv
l.*r tin* -ake of tlx* woman, it ipardonable for
tlx* man io deny lacls of -well a nature. 1 hold
I hat. a- Ihe
physician i- allowed hv law l"
murder the child at birth when
necessary to
save the mother. so there i- a time when
the
man of honor, who would rather die than
lie.
would rather lie Ilian Iiv -haun* on hipartner
in a certain -in.

Kri'it in

"’lother

*T

V

..i

In Colors, for 25c per yard.
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Frilily

I

DURHAM.

j
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PINE

4Th"ti t pav tin High Trices lor JLOlT. H <•
are
selling the “I.lttle B«*Allt.V lor *10..»0
It eome*
per barrel.
Every barrel warranted.
right ;ij> along side of TLAN i'S.
A.

ii

RETAIL!

OR

o..
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jiiHit

Black Silks. Briliiantines. Mohairs. Alpacas & Cashmeres

i' ins, Pullork. At..
\ i

1*

Spring s Sunur Bres fiood:

$3000 Worth

FINS !
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WHOLESALE
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Halibut llcails,
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He assimilates the

with great energy : ami that they are now
sitting on their hind legs in ttie southeastern section of the State pointing to the
past with pride.
There arc worse tilings in the world Ilian
grasshoppers, and upon the whole we
should be grateful to the grasshopper.
How much more comfortable the
grasshopper than a great fire or water spout,
or than a District or a Custom House
King. Says Mr. Logan eonmrning the
party in power, which in many respects ;s
not unlike the grasshopper:
The i'aithlul
servant will not submit to lie treated as a
laithless one. If so treated, lie himself
will heroine laithless, or lie will give place
to one who is faithless." The~atlvice is
wise. The whole country has not been
devastated by the grasshopper or the Administration. A lew counties is .M innesota
by one, and South Carolina anil one or two
other States by the other. Let us not speak
unkindly ol the Administration lest it devastate tin; whole country; and lotus lie
tender toward the grasshopper lest lie
plume himself for a wider flight and
swarm down upon the Atlantic coast with
the appetite of a scalawag and t he maw of
a
carpet-bagger. Against the grasshopper
all carnal weapons are powerless. Gov.
Davis, ot Minnesota, knew this. So when
he heard that in six counties of that
fertile State the grasshopper had convened he
telegraphed the War Department lor $8000 worth of rations in lieu
ol $8000 worth of arms due the State.
\\ liether the arms had been
called for on
account of the
we are not
grasshoppers,
told,, but Gov. Davis was wise in makin<r
up his mind that with the present style of
musket issued by the
Department, it
would be idle to encounter the
grasshophis
in
wrath.
With
per
groat discretion
he gave up the fight before it beo-iin and

ningham, (Jlouee«fer.
t'-rson. Salem.
.:isi.

all Skins- 15a 1, c pri-lb. Wool sheep Skins s’*.50
a
oo.
Lanib Skins 5oc. Sheared Sheep Skins :
Working Oxen We quote sales o| 1 pr, gth it
$1'.'5; 1 pr, ; ft. $1mi; 1 pr, b ft. s in. slb.5; ! pr.
ft. bill, Y 145 ; 1 pr, site
Milch Cows and struv
We quote extra at *5' .->■
ordinary s.'.'*a.5u per head.
sheep and Lamb- -1 hose from the West wri»- Ii
ou neil
by butcher* \\ estern sheep eo t land. ,t at
P.rightou' lias per lb. Lambs s I vt.i 1 per lb
swine More Fig\\ hob-sale, ,'al l v per lb.; i<1 'aO j>•
tail.
b
I
II..
io market,
.a. 1
II,
per

a

i. h \\ i:

\v

I'c!"ii
Liliian, I,‘van, Boston; too.
'Oil, Ferguson. Kllswortli.
l-.arl, Cun-

■*

York.

II. II. Johnson

Groceries !
.11 ST Till',

hr-. Massachusetts. Lewi .\< w N <>rk
• o-o. B.
Ferguson, Fergu-on, Bangor.
Helen Maria, Prince, Port la ml.
•
‘atneo, I*( aeh\. Bo- ion.

.."ill.

.1 ul\

—.

.V

I

SAJI. ID.

At market for the eiirrent week—CatthviCdw; >h«« p
and Lambs moo; Swine r,f»on; number ot H t-qi iu
< allle '.,o.i. Noil heru cattle and
Working! even and
Milch Cows, ll-jo. Eastern Cattle,
Prices ot Beef ('attie. per loo lb*. live weight. E\
tea quality >; v .a:
; lirst quality Sul :5a; bo;
second qualilv
••abb’: third quality $.5\'5fi b on.
po.oe-t grade of eo.usi oxen, Hulls, \c., * :,o-i4 5o.
Hiighton Hide
-cpi-rlti. Brighton fallow .,a5 1
!••■*•
< ountrv
1 v per lh.
II id,'
ountry I allow
I 1

And

BELFAST.

"'

Aug. -lid.

BRIGHTON CATTLE MARkET.
Wi DNiisnAV, July

-iiml:iri.» 1 hat in w Jii*-11 lioeehor mxl
I illoji !i:i\ e IDm* in\ 11S\cl
1 Io

ca-c

July -"tli.

lit I TF.It
We quote line New York and Vermont
at dsadOe per lb. good do, :i?ati8c; lint* Western, v.a
’-* e; medium and common do, ‘-’OnVlc, with now and
then a sale of tail end of lots at J*al‘dc.
CHEESE—The market is firm at
ie for fine New
York and Vermont, and 1” 1 0b for Western.
I’.KANS—The market is firmer, and we hear of a
ah* of loo bids mediums at
1J 1-2 per bush; per
bush : pea beans are selling at $2 *j.5a 05 per bush.
E« U.rS—Prices for wholesale lots of Northern and
Eastern eggs range from •_'! l-2c, according to qtiality, and r, l-da *4c per do/ for small lots of repacked
and candled egg*.
\ ECE'f AISLES—Potatoes are in good supply at
per bhl; Onions sell at $4 50 per bbl; At arrow
no per bbl; Watternullons are
Squash at
plenty
at $15 0ou‘„*o oo p« r hundred, and Cautelone- at s.- o’o
a.' -’ .per bbl.
HAY—We quote prime and fancy coarse hav at
S-'Ja.'i'. per ton; prime medium at s"jua‘*l. ami tine
hay at *i; per ton. straw at &2J per ton.

in

living

x lows.

OF

prohibiting tin- sab* of Lobster- lakeWe shall continue
\ugu-t I. i>; I.

\iiin\ w.

»

CJiise

now

*

PORT

BOSTON MARKET.

special despatch

citement prevails here
lb'' coroner's jnrv returned a verdict
that the shoutin': was justili-ihle in -elf
defence

subsists on the

tered affairs in those counties as the Administration parly has in South Carolina,

»lid the circus with hi- children, but that
ight was taken with distressing pains, which

oiu

imni a

over

eight other leading statesmen who recently issued an address, even the Republican
party is not without, them. Fetus remember that the grasshoppers are formidable ;
1 hut in several counties in tin* West they
are in power: that they have adminis-

vir. r rank B. f rede rick,
junior member of
lhe iirm ot .1. W. Frederick
in., died wry
-uddenb on i’hor-duv ..f lu-i week. <>n the
previous "uturdav h<- wu- well enough io at-

.on

lifted wing,

himself. When he alights upon
the field the farmer looks lor his crop, and
behold, like the grasshopper which has
passed, lie lias antenna, l or sociability
and gregariousness there are few wild
fowl like the grasshopper. 11 moves in
battalions at company front, and whenever
there's one there are a million.
Standing
nn the ground, his knees over-look him
and
his
tout
like a stop ladder,
ensembh is
He
that of a overloaded wheelbarrow.
has 1 lie unbounded stomach of a weekly
story paper for cereals, and when lie has
cleared up the standing crops of a county
or a State, he skips to the next, picking
hi- teeth as he goes, and there gathering
himselt in mass convent ion, he follows the
fashion of t he time and “points with pride"
to the record of the past. The youth of
call him hiditVorently the
our country
grasshopper and tin; hoppergrass, and sin
“Shoo!'’ at him as he goes by. The hardy
Utah pioneer gently untangles the legs of
him from his hair and whiskers, and covers
him with No. lh hoot; the guests at Townsend’s Hotel in Sail f.ake City hears him
through all the silent watches of the night
rush into the window as one who has been
sent lor from alar and drop w ith a thud
into the w ashbowl; and the Diggei Indian
gathers him in trenches and liarheenes
him lor the noonday meal. And this way
The hour when lie shall aphe eometli
pear in one immense moving column at
the upper end ot Fifth avenue, and take
up his march down liroadway with a
platoon ol mounted police in front, and
an escort irnin the Society lor the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals, no one can
Let us not speak unkindly of the
tell.
grasshopper lie lias liis faults, I,lit who
lias not
If we may believe the confession of Mr. John A. Hogan and the thirty-

ACCIl*K VIs*.
a boy
in the
Eugene <
LJehast shoe factory, io-t a portion of a linger,
"O*- day last week,
by carelessly plaviug with a
pegging mu- him*. On Sauirduy Frank Huugh
bad a linger rammed «»r\* while handling timber in Cooper A ( o/v lumber yard. On Monday
K»»uben Cousrm
Ellsworth, fell from a
raging ot one of the new vessels, striking on

uispelled by

mi

Cheese,

cure-

people to

i'1 hnilt
specially for his trade, of course reli-ble. He keeps a large as'orimen! of agricultural machinery of all kind'.

publicans.

Chiirupiuj;

Vor]; Tritium

this way now*1

country lie

11

n

ith

arrow

belli.

<

the

fiery lightnings in tti> eye ainl the
■ercu! crops of six counties of .Minnesota
in his crunching teeth, the wild, unbridled
grasshopper of tin- West A jerky bird is
He folds himself up like
the grasshopper.
(lie jack-knife, releases himself like an
ev

■

M

Bromley

on

Grasshoppert,

wholesome, took along a keg of
"•er p»r a steady drink.
Thi- they carefully
tried in the ground i«* keep it cool. One
morning they awoke to the fact that some oue
bud removed 11n depo-il-. keg and all. They
o>'
ready l<t light in* one who -;iy- beer to
1

and thorough manner that character-

Em t.i'cM.

vv-*V.

pay ten dollaraulime. however.

lir>t-elass vessel, built and finished in

izes Kennebec and Portland built \i --cls. and
i- of exeellent model,
sin- will load her tir-f
cargo fora South .American port.

ret

to

a

that neat

Th- -r -atn.
lara < larila of Vinalbaven.
tmd her monthly nip i.» W’imerporf >arurday

enough

Wiof the State use and recommend ii
doubt that il i- an excellent article.

ve no

.mulched, on >aturdu\. tin- l-t in-i.. at Ea-t
Peering. the bark Alice, of ,Vm> u*n-. new
measurement, owned by parties in Portland
and ('apt. Fred. s. P.ver of Eincolnvillc, who
w ill command her—late of the brig .1. Polledo.

pop,,,

Oats,
Potatoes, neu
Dried Apples,
Cooking Apph
Hatter,

women.

A

si i j i

Dry Goods!

GRAND

All OTHER RINDS OF FISH i Closing

isrt.

S.VatJn
10a o
1-,'a 1!
■OmOO
i: aOo
i-nitS
Ida 1 *
l.<K)al.^r»;(ieese per lb.,
l'.'alt
;ou7o!IIay per ton,
5a0.C0
5:i00|Lime,
10a 11
l5'al."| Washed Wool,
OOaOOi Unwashed Wo< 1.
:tca:{:;
.'SadO Pulled Wool,
t.aOO
17al8 Hides,
; aOo
HaoO
.'UaOOlCalf Skins,
1 taOOjSheep Skins,
$ real. Co
Sal i Hard Wood,
.^li.OCaS.CO
"Oa.OO Soft Wood,
S 4.00a0.CC
raO Dry Pollock,
4:0

Means
Marrowfat IV,

law
f|THH
1 eilert

Lobsters!

Bye

•>

AOOald.OO Hound Hog,
$1.00 Clear Salt Pork,
£1.50a00;Mutton per lb.,
sl.-J5a00'Lainb per lb.,
Sl.oo! Turkey per lb..
OOuOOiChicken per lb..
-.50a'>..>0 1)uck per lb.,

live,
Corn,
Harley,

—

1

V

f"i

best

conveniently

be

inns

ll:.

-ign. d hi- oa-mrate

r.

ran

Flour,

Corn .'Meal.
Kye Meal,

The report of the pistol
frightened the horse which ran awav and
threw the whole parly from the
wagon,
when Klliott escaped and surrendered
himself to the tmthorilics. Intense ex-

i

and ca<il\ luKen in an\
|>url of the house, and by the u-e of a much
le-s amount of water than commonly u-od.
h ha- many ad\ant age-.
The leadin'; phy<i-

J i. K

f. -e||!

him in order to avoid
the heart or lung-, ha-

■leet-*

un

son.

found in lir-1 class saloons.

cun

ilowlbm liaN ilig'
h\ -i< an-, icirtieularlv by
la. that entire re-t from

:.\-i!ia

Hill ol
fe>:

Ellis A.

Mr. \. K. Chadwick. of Cardincr. i- inlrodii inL-. in 1 hi- vicinity 1 lie l niver-al I’.alh.
made “t vuleani/ed rubber. b\ which baths

»o.

lob
:

in

be answered by calling
it In
saloon, under Pierce's Hall, where he
keep- constantlv on hand every \ arieiy of fruit-,
i- .nferlioiuu
y and eool summer drink-. ihai are

«•»11

ti

Ill 1
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PRICE CURRENT
Corrected Weekly for the Journal.
IU-: of A st, Wednesday, An", 5

Good

In St. (ieorge. Jnlv *«I. Charlie W.. -on «*( Albert
B. a ml -Nancy .1. lilehrct. ag« <1 I v< ar?.
month'
and 0 days.
In KllMvorth, 1'iith lilt.. Frederic Weaver, .-on
Donald and Jane Weaver, aged | years and < nios.
In Orland, 1?tli inst., Maria J., daughter of IS’ at li an
and Sn.-an Dexter, aged J.s years and 1 month.
In 1*all Hirer, Mary Francas, wife of I). Rodney
Brown, and daughter of the late Daniel Howard ot
this ity, aged -1.

BELFAS1

from Oak Rhtffs to the Advertiser says :
l or some weeks there has been a
good
deal of scandal in connection with a Mr.
Vinson of Kdgartown and S. tv. Klliott
trout Worcester, who have
occupied a cottage in the company ot two manied
women belonging in
Kdgartown. These
men have boon threatened with a coat of
tar and leathers, and Vinson,
fearing
trouble, left the island some weeks ago.
Kast night at about eleven o'clock a partv
of men w ent to the cottage and calling
out l.iliott. alter a considerable
struggle
forced him into a wagon in which was a
of
tar
and
a
of
leathers.
Klliott
pot
bag
drew a revolver amt tired twice, the see and
-hoi killing Caleb Smith, a brother ot (lie

.*1

co-parlnerIn
-1 Elli*> A (.inn.—.1.
\. Whim oriels I’*»r
\ tir-t
a!.- ill. well Known Elienix lion-**.
i.
1 ni Male r wank'd l»y II. I.. I.«»r* I.
In»i
for -nli- by E. E. Hanson. Searspnri.
ii(

column. that

-table uf tin1 -ear-pon H-.u-e.
eulir11 VV ti i, h oil- t.oOVge
m«*k lie- ei.-rf, \i, « .i i.
toil) blow
he !ui e. lor W hiell he j.aiij a line a moltril illg
m

-.

<»t s. (..

x.,lull.*ii

Havener propounds n sot ot questions, as
will In' seen in hi" advoi•li-emom in aimth. t

be

!■ i.
a

M

i:im mi.mv

■

-illehn

o!

hauled ia
Put hi* next day. aiI-.: lie* m
inurka -l*
..l
\in-ai-t.
f.nVoruble ).M taking the lUOistlirc Ollt
jHlfieMCi I ha
»

Hi

\i*\

>)•

Murder.

A

Hemlior
Nrw

—

-.

and

Rostov, Aug.

Ill Brooklyn, \. V.. July l.'tli. John \V. Lindlew
formerly of Union, aged *.*i• years.

Cam out a
more than a substitute for t'a*Oil. It is the only safe article in existence
which is certain to assimilate tliefood, regulate
the bowels, cure wiml-colie ami produce natural
sleep. It contains neither minerals, morphine
or alcohol and is pleasant to take.
Children
need not erv and mothers mav rest.
lyis

getting together the serif.

arc

i

«>i

cargo.
fr.um

■

the discount

called lor rations—a supple train to follow in the track of the invader and ameliorate the condition of his victims. Davis
A sudden calm lias descended
upon tin* lire
did what has come to be the
engine contestants. Nobody savs squirt, now.
prevail infr
habit w ith politicians—called on the Gentieorge Stover cut his leg badly with a trenail eral government tor
help at once. "Not
knife in Me(iilvery’s ship yard one day la<t
getting assistance from that quarter, he
week.
resorted to the County
Treasurers; but
Abut llcw in at the window ol Dick Carter'' those officials had more fear of the law
than of tlie
-aloou. ami wa- caught. 11 wasn't a brickbat,
grasshopper, and at last accounts Davis was in a
either.
quandary what to
do. being so far off we arc
hardly comThe apple crop in this vicinity i- very prom- petent to
but
it
advise,
seems to us that
ising. and that dangerous beverage, eider, is this being a season of political convenlikely to abound.
tions, it would do no harm to pass a series ot resolutions to
Postmaster Thurlow's term expires next Deplacate the grassI hey could do no
cember—but he j. considered as hooked for re- hopper.
possible harm
and might soften the heart ot the
grassappointment.
hopper. It would not be a bad plan,
lord (lay ha- contracted with the city to either, to
try the effect upon the grassbuild Bay View street, and work will be com- hopper ot
reading the address of the
menced immediately, it i< hoped.
Republican Congressional Committee in
trout ot him. If that would not drive
ignite a large parly of Indies and gentlemen
him back nothing would.
:.»ok passage for Boston on the brig \ed White,
ta\r'

rill* dav- hnv. decreased

n

1’oiks who want to

and County.

an
Will loam good Sewers to make thorn. \\
havin'* a nlentv ol work l<* let to suit makers to tt
I’OTI iol'lMRY.
to thoTr homos'to make.
itYil.
I'.ollft't .luno '’<1. I>;l
«•

j

Out

of the

Darkness.

hundred plans have been proproved wanting. It
was proposed to secretly placemen about
; wall
tin' bridge, to surround the roads at points
distant from the bridge by armed companies of citizens; and it has been proposed to do a thousand other tilings, each
one of which the simple conditions of the
thought ol tin year* long laded,
scoundrels' scheme render wholly and
Ol the loyi which had burned si* bright,
above,

I "at 1»\ tin- tin* last evening.
Ami the flames were flickering low ;
1 he shadows that played on tin* ehaiubi
Grew softer and softer, and faded all
In the la>t expiring
glow :
And the a>he> fell like «t inn’ral
pall
i’iiat i> white with winter's snow
1

^ liifli had

glowed
strong,"

with

flame

a

posed.

wide and

so

utterly impossible.
The upshot of the

It had thrilled mv heart with a grateful song.
\nd flooded the world in light:
Which 1 thought—Ah. God!—would endure m>

long;

And

ei

uinbied t

*

dust in

a

thought of that lonely wifehood,
(>f the long sad summers of pain

I

;

of the bold brow darkened which

om e

was

fair;

name 1 had been so proud to hear;
And he had been proud to stain;
M that fluid hour of blank
despair.
Ami forgiveness given in vain.

»>f tin
<

1

d gazing out m the moonlight
Where the graves of my darlings lay.
I thought lmw fair in the silver air
holy angels were watching there;
And a whisper seemed to sav,
Aiuit H< hath taken beyond tin care.
Was m mercy taken away.
If limit, Hi*, child, hast forgiven
Through the sacrament of thy love.
Pile Tat her, whose me rev is greater far,
A" His wrongs are deeper than thy wrongs are,
Pliat mercy i- >ure to prove;
1 v the wee white lamb and the fallen star
A". His treasure-alike above."
Ai

fair t>> see,
lie takes no eount, no note of me.
I lie and bask, along the bill,
< ontent and idle, idle stili.
My lazy silence never stirred
By breathless bee or hungry bird:
All creatures know the cribs which
No creature -eeks the fallow field.

WHritF.AI’.qi T- HI 1111 mill'
Among (he many theories concerning
the situation of the child the police seem
to regard their one as the mo i probable.

so

a

The child i believed to be in nine low
quarter of the town, like tho linns ot
Alaska street or the dreary region of 1’] m l;
Hill, secured from the probability of public notice and held in charge by a woman.
Thi theory is about as reasonable, however, as fifty others might be formed, and
really amounts to very little. The probability, however, is. that the child is in

ield

all the hill
ome sun and rain with more
good wi’ 1
All secret*• which they hear and brine
l'o wheat before it> ripening,
lo clover turning purple mi,
l.o grass m bloom for mowers- tread1 hey tell the same to
my bare w:Nte,
But never once bid me to haste.
on

Extraordinary

all were laid
Into sure balances and weighed.
Who knows if all the gain and get
m which hot human hearts are set
I»o more than mark the drought and dearth
Through which this little dust of earth
-Must lie and wait in God's great hand.
\ patient bit of fallow land?

Child.

■

1

THE l’LOT.
i i)-“

plan1 selected by the kidnappers is
a lonely
bridge in the extreme northern
part of the county, and the moment at
"'hich the business is to lie transacted, if
transacted at all, is set down at about
midnight. The bridge is surrounded on
'■•11 sides by a ilat and open
country, so
lhat one standing on the abutment could
witness at. a "preach from any direction.
1 tie plan states that Mr. Ross must come
to this bridge with the
money. While en
r -utc for the
designated point, and before
he arrives at it, he will be met
by a man
who will stop before him and say
“Rood evening, sir."
lo this Mr. Ross must render immediate reply, and then pass on towards the
bridge Before he reaches the bridge a
sec nd
man will approach him in the.
same manner a- the Jirst. and
say:
"Mr Ross, how do you do?”
I o this Mr Itoss must render
appropriate reply, when he will reach the
bridge
and there meet a third man, who will ask
him the following question:
“Mr Ross, have you got that?”
Alter Mr. Ross has
paid the money
there will be a slight delay, but in a few
minutes lie is promised that his little one.
Charlie, will be delivered over.
CONDITIONS or THE PI.OT

The robbers evade all possibility of detection by the following conditions: The
three will be armed and disguised. II
Mr. tioss does not come alone, or if a single soul is seen lurking anywhere in the
neighborhood the kidnappers will fail to
keep their appointment. The bridge
stands all by itsell: three different roads
intersect near its site, and the country
being open and as level as a floor, the
confederates stationed out along the different roads cun see .Mr. boss for a long
distance off, and know whether he came
alone or with some one else. Moreover
Mr. Koss will be watched from the time
he leaves the eity until he is accosted
by
the first man, and any attempt to assemble
a posse
of citizens' or police near the
bridge would be sure to lie seen by the
kidnappers, who, of course, the policemen do not know.
No sooner had their plan been sent from
the human thieves to the parent than consultations were held by the police and by
private citizens directly interested in the
ease, in order to devise some means of
catching the scoundrels in their own trick
and thus save the ransom and likewise
secure the child.
Hundreds of plans were
proposed. The energy and brain of the
entire detective force were bent toward
this one purpose, but all
plans are sure to
fail- i'1 ease the father concludes to acthe
terms
of
the black-mailers they
cept
are as sure of getting the
money without
arrest as they are sure of keeping the child
without detection in case the terms are
It may appear a simnot complied with.
ple thing to entrap the kidnappers while
consummating their designs, but if anyone will read the above carefully he will
see that the condition ot the country; the
command which the plotters enjoy over
the roads; the opportunity they have to
watch every movement which either Mr.
Ross or the police may make between now
and the time the former may consent to
the demands, and the facilities
they possess of studying
every step which the
father may taue alter he sets out
upon his
solitary journey to the bridge, all show
the shrewdness of the apparently
simply
constructed plan and the impossibility of
villains
the
while
entrapping
they are
carrying it out.
The detectives have even stopped without their accustomed reticence, and called
in the advice ot prominent men in order
to seek write means to crush the plot.
Among these may be mentioned Mr. McKean, of the Public Ledger, and District
As staled
Attorney William 1>. Mann.

i
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relieves hack, hips and abdominal or
gan> "1' a (lintreNwiiit; l»iir«U*n by
-u pending all the akirti* over the
-lioiilclcrfl. Ao Imtt n or «(•»•
ci
inff r«*<(Mir«Ml. Samples I»y mail, hoc
AJ.iX.O.Creat inducement to I ady fsinvassers.
<
S. KINSF Y.
19,lari.
Pat.Auij.

\gent for New E ngland,
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Summer St
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publishes an

01' tlu* enlraordinarv adventures ot' part
of the crew of the barque Arracan, of
tlreenock, which, while on a voyage from
Shields to Bombay with a cargo of coals,
took fire from spontaneous combustion of
her cargo, and on the 17th of February
was abandoned by her crew, who then took
to their bouts and endeavored to make for
the Maidive Islands.
The boats kept
company until the 20th, when, finding tlm
currents too strong, it was agreed to separate alter dividing the provision--.
The
master, in command of the long boat,
then made for Cochin ; the mate, in charge
ot tlie pinnace, with four of the erow. vi:\
three men and one hoy, made for the
Maidive Islands.
After two day- Webster'-' boat wa injured by a heavy sea,and could not keep up
with the gig, and lost sight ot her. r mm
this time the pinnace was kept working to
windward until the nth of-March, bv wnieli
day the provisions and water had been
consumed
Shortly afterward the crew
east lots to see which id them should 1 e
first killed to be eaten, and the jot fell
upon the ship-- hoy, Horner, hut Webster,
who had been asleep, was awoke in time
to save the boy's hie.
After dark an attempt was made to kill Webster himself.
On the following day, Webster
having
fallen asleep, awoke by the struggles iff
the crow lor the possession ot his gun,
with which to shoot him. 1 no hours biter
the crew attempted Intake llorner.-. life
again, but were prevented by the determined conduct of Webster, who threatened
to shoot and throw overboard the first man
who laid hands on the boy.
The next day one of the crow attempted to sink the boat, hut Webster mastered
him and prevented further mischief Two
days later the same man again tried to
sink the boat, and expressed hi- deter
munition to take the boy's life. For this
he would have been shot by Webster, had
not the cap on his gun missed fire.
Soon
after, putting a fresh cap on the gun, a
bird flew over the boat which Webster
shot; it was at once seized and devoured
by the crew, even the bones and feathers.
During the next five days the uvw was
quieter, subsisting on barnacles which attached themselves to the bott mi of the
boat and on sea blubber lor which thev
dived.
The following day some of the
men became delirious.
(hie of them lay
down exhausted, when another struck
him several blows on the head with an
iron belaying pin, cutting him
badly.
The blood which flowed was caught in"a
tin and drank by the man himself and
the two other men.
Afterward they fought and bit one another, and only left oil when completely
exhausted, to recommence as soon as the\
were able, the hoy Horner
during the time
keeping watch with Webster. (>n the
thirty-first day in the boat they were picked up COO miles from land by the ship City
of Manchester, Hardie master, by whom
they were very kindly treated and brought
to Calcutta.
Webster, who by his conduct was the means of saving the lives of
all in the boat, has had conferred
upon
him by the Queen the Albert medal of the
second class. lie is now living at
Broughtv
Ferry, Dundee.
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Sawing

W. GRAY &

A

SONS,

MIDDLETOWN", Vi.
Partied u ho wish to purchase marhine*that have
to iio superior to all others, will do well t«>
>eiid tor circular and descriptive price li-t. which
will he forwarded upon application, free.

Nor are you; and you
cannot expect to pet much'more than Von
Rive. Pou must look for much weakness
foolishness and vanity in human nature;
it is unhappy if you are too sharp in seeing
them. [Country Parson.
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National Loan anil Trust
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Company.

.lilHill. <*.100.000,

TOPEKA, KANSAS.
II:P mi urpns'f'il thciliti*•-> for loaning mom-v at h- !
iiml 1; per r*-nt. iutrro-t on l- irst Mortgage .Security
three- time- value of loan. First-class Kansas and j
Nehrad.u securities for sale that will pay the itivetor i■/ to 1
per e.ni inte rest. Send for circular. Ad !
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Orchestral OPiGANS.
I TIlU E
RFACIf CAMEN, or. mu,.,..,
Mr bewt made, fnui combine I*1'1»ITY of
V4)IL'I!lir in:!, great volatile ot tone.
Muitabte for PAHLOR, t H I' It < II
niNI( HALL.

WATER’S New Scale PIANOS
kn- great power and a tine Hinging tone,
trUit all modern improvements, mot orv the
Rfr:*I' 1'IATOv >14 III
These Organs
or, >
Piamw a
warranted i'or 41 rear*.
PRK Efi EAfUEMELI LoW.fhrcadi.
part ca*li and balance in monthly or
quarterly payment*. Second Hand In.
sirumeiit* taken in exchange.
AldLTT^i
TV .4 A i’E» ni every County m the U. Si. mol
C anada. .4 liberal discount to Teachers,
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Bud, With a few other ingredients.
tin* halm of Gilead i> a medicine of itself.
The formula of this oil has been examined by some
of the most eminent physicians, and pronounced b\
them to di) all it is recommended.
For Sore

Industrial and Ait Exhibition,
under

1 lie

-No better medicine for Headache, Toothache,
Kheumatism, Neuralgia. Pains in the side. Hack or
Stomach, than the Genuine Halm of Cilead oil.
“/s there no liahn in iUlead * A <> I'hysh ian there!
I* rare ah thinps: hold fast that v'hich is pood?"
Prominent among its rnanv cures are /;/
\
sr.U /)S, ntKSlt (Cls. s’ Pit A /.Vs, UHl /s/’S
UMHs'.aml DlAllintU: l.
he sure to buy the Genuine, with the name of It.
.1. Sii.vi-.ns blown in the shoulder of the botth
-fcri'Priee :r> cents per bottle..<*#
Apply to s 11-. Vi NS it ( «»., liangor. Maim
Sold by Druggists and Apothecaries.
i.m .I
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Invention, Workmanship, mil Art

Irma

every part of our country ire solicited.
(*ol<l. Silver, ami Ilrouze Medal- and 1 hploums

Hill ho awarded lor article*

meriting special notice.

Strain power, shafting, and space are free, and
lees of tiny kind are
hvt
re,pared to he paid.

S PATENT METALLIC BURIAL CAS 1
Wat pi* Proof, a complete protection to the bodv
has ever lived long enough to know how
they will defv the ru.it and decay ol' earth.

I

man

long

The
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I KNOW THAT

patent rosewood caskets.
Article, Prime Rosewood, Swell lops,
Round Ends, the nicest thing nt the kind ever man
utactured in America.

He-I

A

<

,i-| moil i

A New
Fisk*>

The Sumner Casket.

i

(

A PECULIAR FORM, WALNUT, COVERED
1\. on the outside with Black Broadcloth, very
heavy Silver Trimmings, tlie lull long h of the cover
inside lined, a very Neat and Handsome Style.

BI

»

DHESS GOODS

U K WALNUT AND BURT TT> PAM 1 I D
a-'kef always on hand.

an

in: rorxi) at

S. L H. WETHEHE’S
1ST O. 5 EFTienix Row.

j

d

(

I ha\ <* old and experienced hands that have work
at the business
twenty years.

Mistake

No

in

Measures.

No

A11

good

or no

work done 1o tin-

nli find ion ol'

nuroha^rr,

CHARLES D, FIELD,
&a lh member the old

stand, No. 11 Phenix Row.

BLOCK, BELFAST.
&

CO.,

Manufacturers and Dealers in

All kinds of

Violins, Violas, Violoncellos, Double
Basses, and all Orchestral and Solo Instruments
Splendid Large Music Boxes.

Prices from
to $^k>.
DRUMS A N I) FI FES for the Soldiers. The best
GUITARS for Guitar players. In fact all musical
instruments in common use, of the best material,
imported or nianufacrured, and of reasonable prices.
Also all things needed to replace lost parts of in
struments, Violin and Guitar strings and all Musical
Merchandise. For sale by.
».' ( IIA YN ICS & CO
T: Court St., Itoston.
(Opp. Court House

N ew F nr niture Store
ELODGETT

BARIA_TOS,
CORNETS,
TONES, BASSES,

Furniture,

Belfast

Cloth (Joods, Chamber Suits, Cane and
Wood Seat Chairs of all kinds, Lounges in
Heps and Damask, Bedsteads of all kinds. Caskets
and Coffins made a specialty. Ri< tche Frames
ot all kinds, on hand and made to order at short notice. Slipper and Wall Rockets made to order.
Al l. K/XDS of m:pajjuxg doxf.

HAIR

Sheep should have their feet pared ; and
if there is any reason to apprehend lbotrot, dress their feet with any substance j
that will kill the virus. We use crude
j
carbolic acid, mixed with an equal
quan- i Ify a ‘‘lose attention to business we hope to merit
oi
melted
fity
tallow, and put it on with a share of your patronage, (live us a call before
a small
brush, being careful to cover every purchasing elsewhere. Remember the place.
PEIRCE’S BLOCK.
part of the hoof, especially between the
A LYIN' BLODfiETT,
claws.
'.in:;

UEO. UeI'ROO.

F RFMOVFD to their new Ranking Room
in Custom House Square, are prepared to re
eoive deposits, placing the same on interest on the
first days of June, July, August and September, and
December, January, February and March. Interest
being computed on same, the first Mondays of June
and December.
Deposits received daily, (except on Sundays and
Regal Holidays,) from to 1Z A. M., and ii to } |\ M.
Saturdays Rank closes at l i, noon,
loiix if. Qn.MBY, Treas.
A<\ FAl'XCF I‘re«t
Belfast. June s’th. 11.
,i

HA\

1

Savings Bank.

l—l ill

j

QUININE

HAIR

TONIC.

The Best Hair Dressing Ever Used.
rill 1«>1‘SANDS of people are of one opinion coneerning this popular preparation now being so
extensively used. I hey all agree that it is a perfect
1I\1H DuKssisr;. Keeps the hair from falling out,
makes it soft and pliable, cleanses the scalp, eradicates dandruff, stops the hair front splitting at tinends and breaking off; is not greasy or sticky, it always leaves a sense of comfort, and cleanliness attuined by no other preparation. He sure you get the
genuine Bavoline, prepared only b\ LEVI TOW-

ER, Jr., Boston.
BAYOLINE. will increase the growth
BAYOLINE, is a delightful dressing.
BAYOLINE, eradicates Dandruff.

nominal Hair Dressing now in use.
Price !»o cents per bottle. For sale by all Druggists
Tin proprietor of fBayoline upon receipt of a
cent stamp, will send to’ any address a book full of
.‘{niosvf
valuable cooking and other receipts.
\V. F. PHILLIPS & CO., JOHN AV. PF.RKINS &
CO., Wholesale Agents Portland.

Manhood: How Lost, How Restored!
.lust puonsnea, a new edition of Hr.
Culv«ru»ir« Olrliratvil JEh•»y on the radical cure (without medicine) of Si»KUMATOiutn«i:A or Seminal
ill.U y .Tiiiiiii.ii i.w'M'x, .>11'« • 1 KN(
»* riiMH-s.', III
V,
Mental and Physical Incapacity, Impediments to
Marriage, etc.; also, C'onsi mption, Kru.r.rsv and
Fits, induced by self-indulgence or sexual extravaance, &c.
urn' Price, in a sealed envelope, only six cents.
The celebrated author, in this admirable Essay,
clearly demonstrates, from a thirty years’ successful
practice, that the alarming consequences of selfabuse may be radically cured without the dangerous
use of internal medicine or the application of the
knife ; pointing out a mode of cure at. once simple,
certain, and effectual, by means of which every sufferer, no matter what his condition mav hi*, mav cure
himself cheaply, privately, and radically.
This Lecture should be in the hands of every
youth and every man in the land.
Sent under seal, in a plain envelope, to address,
vast-paid, on receint of six cents or two stamps.
Address to Publishers,
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sons who an- indebted to said deceased’s estate to
niako immediate payment, and those who have any
demand^ thereon, to exhibit the same for settlement
to him.
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tain instrument purporting to be an authenticated copy of the last will and testament of Charles A.
Heckseher, late of New York, in the County of
New York, deceased, for the purpose of having tinsame allowed, tiled and recorded, and letters testa
menatry issued to Stephen Van Itensselaer, one of
the Executors therein named, Percy It. Pyne, a copxecutor having declined the trust.
Ordered, That the said»Williamson give notice
to all persons interested by causing a copy of this
[)rder to be published live weeks successively intlm
Kepubliean Journal, printed at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Probate. Court, to beheld at Belfast,
ivithin and for said County, on tin* second Tuesday of
\ugust next, at ten of the clock before noon, and
show cause, if any they have, why the prayer of
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said petition should not be granted.
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in the County of Waldo, deceased, by gi\ ing bond as the
law directs; she therefore requests all persons who
are indebted to said deceased’s estate to make immediate payment, and those who have any demands
thereon, to exhibit the same for settlement to her.
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in thi < omdyof Waldo, deceased. In giving bond
u.s the law directs; she therefore rcple-ts all p« 1sons who are ind«-bted to said dfChcil'• e-tate to
make immediate pu\ment, and those who have anv
demands there..11. to exhibit the -aine for settleI 1.1/ Mil I II IHJAhi
ment lo her.
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men and women : and
in rid ids cannot reasonably hesitate to give it a trial.

1
l’robute ( ourt held at lb-ICnst, v.hhin and for
t
>n«l In. datty Counts of W uhlo. on tin.1 illV. A. lb, l\l.
SAN AU'.\AM*r.i:. having pres,.,it* .1
e.-r
tain instrument purporting to be the last will
atnl testament of John Alexander, luteot P.elfa-t, in
said Count) of Waldo, deceased, for Probate.
Ordered,' That the said Susan give notice Jo al!
persons interested by causing a n»p\ of this order to
be published three weeks success;*,dy in the IP pith
lican^lonrnal printed at ISelfnst. that they mn\ appear at a Probate Court, to be held ai I’elfast. within
coin! fu*--dav of An
and for said < oitntv, on the
gust next, at ten of t In* clock before noon, and -ho\v
I-.cause, it' any they huv «-, w by t he nine -Inutld m
proved, approved and allowed.
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\ JLI1LKT BPItOKSS Administrator of t he l.state
of Samuel Burgess, late ol Si arsmont, in -aid
County of Waldo, deceased, having presented his
tirst and final account of Administration on said 1.tate for allowance together with his private claim.
Ordered. That tin- -aid Admini-rrator give
notice to all persons interested by musing a copy ot
this order to he published thive u eek- .-ucce iv ely in
the Kepublicau Journal, printed at Belfast, that
they may appear at a Probat* < ourt, to be held at
Belfast, within and for -aid « ounty, on the -ecoml
Tuesday of August next, at ten of tin- clock before
noon, and show cause, if any th»• > have, why the
same should not
allowed.
AS v ITU 111.01 (.11. Judge
A true copy. Attest- P, p. J'n:i.n. i:<-gi-ter.
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derful success of this remedy in
curing Dyspepsia, Liver Complaint, Dropsy, Chronic Diarrhoea, Boils, Nervous Affections,
Chills
and Fevers, Humors,
Loss of Constitutional Vigor.
Diseases of the Kidneys and
Bladder, Female Complaints,
and all diseases originating in
a bad state of the blood, or accompanied by debility ora loin
state of the system.
Being free
from Alcohol, in any form, its
energizing effects are not. followed by corresponding reaction, but are ftermanent, infusing strength, rigor, and new
life into aft parts of the system,
anil building up an Iron Con-
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in the County of Waldo, deceased. In giving bond
In- therefor*-re.pn-si-. all per-.mas tin* law directs
who are indebted to said deceased' esia'e i,» make
immediate payment, and those wln> Ice < anv deof the Hair. ! mands tlureon, lo exhibit the 'aim- for sel t lenient
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10 him.

BAYOLINE, prevents the hair from failin out.
BAYOLINE, i* not gt •easy or stickv.
BAYOLINE, is not an Alcoholic AVash.
BAYOLINE, gives liew life to the Hair.
BAYOLINE, keeps the Instil cool.
BAYOLINE, ‘s the cleanest, best, and most eco
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riched and vitalized Mood per-

IIADIJA, \du.ini-1ratri\ ol the !.tate of Warren C. Hadley, late ot Jackson, in
said County of Waldo, den-a-ed. having presented
her second and linai account of Administration on
said estate for allowance.
Ordered, That the said Administratrix give notice
to all persons interested by causing a copy
ot
this order to he published three weekin the Republican Journal printed at Belfast, that
they may appear at a Probate < our?, to be held at
Belfast, within and for -aid « oiinty, on the -econd
Tuesday of August next, at tell of the clock before
noon, and -how cause, if any they have, why the
same tumid nor be allowed.
A
V
111 KIJH till. Judge.
A trilecopv, Attest
It. P. I'll 1.1
Kegister
At

a

with the blood as the simplest
food. It increases the quantity
of Nature’s then Vitalizing
Agent. Iron in tli<‘ blood, anil
cures ‘‘a thousand itts." simply
by Toning up, Invigorating and
Vitalizing the System. The en-
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MASSACHUSETTS CHARITABLE

At a Probate Court held
the County of Wahlo.
July, A. 1>. Is: 1.

Throat, Horseness,inflammation

of the Throat and Mouth, Colic, Cholera Morbus,
Sores of most all kinds on man or beast, and e. eelling all others tor Scratches on Horses.
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large
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S;j?i;iul Notice.

l'AT I KlJx C\, widow of William Patter
son, l:rte of Thorndike, in -aid County of
Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition that
Albert 8. Hiptfjins maybe appointed Administrator
oil said deceased's estate.
Ordered, That the said l.eah give notice to all
persons interested by causing a copy ot thi- order to
be published three weeks successively in the Ip-publican Journal, printed at Belfast, t bat t hey may ap
peal- at a Probate ( ourt, to be held at Bella’-t. within
and for said County, on the second Tuesday of
August next, at ten ol the clock before noun, ami
show cause, if any they have, why the prayer of
said petition should not be granted.
ASA Till ULorcil. Judge.
A true copy. Attest •-B. p. I n i.n, Kegi>ter.
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JOHN L. ROPER. Pres’t.
l'ickets entitled to (lilts not exceeding (»ne Hun
ilretl Dollars, if purchased, directly or indirectly, at
the New ^ ork Branch, will he paid there, on pre<en
tation. without charge, for thim day- from tne tilth
day after the drawing.
HENRY V. MOORE, Secretary.
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TO BE GIVEN AWAY.

Conor.MAIN and (..’BOSS Streets, Belfast, Maine,
beg leave to inform their friends and tin* public
generally, that they are now prepared to wait upon
them at -hoit notice. A11 orders by mail promptly
attended to.
III i:i>.
tf'.l
I. W. CoOMB
A. \
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Foreign Fruits, Nuts. Cigars,
Tobacco, Wrapping Paper, Twine,
Sugar ami Molasses Corn
Cakes, Corn Candy,
Coco&nuts, &c., &c.
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condition of Stomach, hirer, or
Kitlnei/s. 'l'hu aged Jinil in the
Quaker Hitters a gentle, soothing
stimulant, so dcsiruble in their

Masonic Relief
Association

>pp<*-it.-

tr*

I. e;

i\

Spectacles

x a ri

..

82 50

state of the

tin.

(tRAtfIXiIFT CONCERT

Known Fells Kurin, three-quarters of a mile from the
Has
Belfast 1'ost Office. Cuts twenty tons of hay.
:i
tine wharf privilege and is desirable lor building
ei,
utif'.l
l.n<|iiire:it 1 elegraph Office, Bi

ustomers may always depend upon finding :tt m\
Store one ol tin- largest Mint must complete Stock ol
<ioods in my line, to In' found in (his section of the
lo which I utn con<tuntlv adding NI-.W uml
State,
l)l.SII?AHld r.V I 11.11\S.
In niv wntch work «1 opartincut, I umn-i-ded I..
.fir. .IOMEPII ftlELII.of Kowton.n 111.M
thorough and lint-lied workman, Customers max
depend upon careful and prompt attention to all
work left in m\ cure. All pari- made new and lilt- .1
when re.|tnreil.

...

p.iven toniakiug and inserting

SECOND AND

1.1.1» •; acre- 1\ ing east vvard of th«- shore
rpm FI to
1 road
Northport, being a part ot the well

(

w

Particular attention
irtifleial teeth.

I ..r

Clocks, Jewelry, Solid
Silver and Plated Ware,
Scissors, Knives, Brushes,
Combs and

hook,

Il'innah Ditsfon
or'.N.v /'nr/land." A work of
p.. It. Ri <ri !., Publisher,

*

ml hut,",!

lor our new

~

\ii n

j
!

Dr. Folsom's Improved Dental Plates.

For Sale.

Gold and Silver Watches,

!\Y ITVIT.I'.
Manufactured and -dd !.\

to the

end; and you must make up your mind to
it, and not quarrel unless for very °*rave
cause.
\oiu fiiend, you have found
out,
is not

Wood

the I.o\VI>l

m

>y which tin* process i linden .1 much 1«*^< jmiiifu?
uid tedious than by the old method-.
I'.-eth insert
*d in Rubber or Celluloid P.ns,*, sh persons pi h r.
He lis^ the country right tor the u
ot

THOUSAND (3000 ‘dollar* wanted on
Kstate Security,
Address K. O. Box No lt’.r, Belfast.

11 ay ford <>pora House.
A Bargain to th* rigid Partie«

dm:-

\ N I»

*ki

-Ti'.AMtU

FARE TO BOSTON,

ities.
The// inrariablg cure or
greatlg reliere tli r folio icing cn m
plaints: Dyspepsia, ,laiin<liee,
Liver Complaint, Loss of Appetite, Headache, Rilious Attacks,
Remittent and Intermittent Fevers, Ague, Cold Chills, Rheumatism, Summer Complaints, Riles,
Kidney Diseases, Female Ditlioulties, Lassitude, Low Spirits,
Cieneral Del»ilit\, ami, in fact,
crergthing caused In/ an impure

■

one

CALVIN HERVEY

GRAIN THRESHING

remem-

ber the early days of the Boston \ Providence railroad when the terminus in Providence was at India point, and
Captain Comstock, one of the many and brave
captains of that name, was the presidin'"
genius ®f that locality. Among the employes there was a Hibernian switchman,
and man of all work, named William
Brady. He wa? a trusty man and from
long service had become a valued hand.
One day, he unfortunately for himself and
all concerned, got. under the wheels of a
moving train, and was literally cut to
peices. The remains were gathered up,
and considerable difficulty was
experienced
in finding any one who could be prevailed
to
break
the
news to the wife of
upon
the deceased.
At length another employe and former friend of Brady’s, one
Patrick ——, said he would ‘earrv the
news to
Mary.” “But," he was told, “von
must break it to her
gently.” Och, bo'tho
Powers! but it's meself will do the same.
Pil tell it to her so
saftly that she’ll never
know it at all, at all.” Off
pat started to
Brady’s house; and Mr*. Brady herself
came to the doer. “Does the width
Bradv
live here?” “Mr. William
Brady lives
here.” “Vis mam ; hut I think the widdv
Brady lives here, begorra.” “No my o-oo'd
man, ye’re mistaken; Mr. William’Bnuh
lives here, but there’s no width Bratlv
“I’m afther howhiin’ yc’s five dollars that
the wiridy Brady does be livin’ here
Ar
rah! don’t ye’s see tliim bringin’ Bill Bratlv
up the hill in a basket, cut all to-”
That was the way Pat broke it
gently to
Mrs. Brady. [Alter Dinner.

POWERS,

HORSE

account

|n\Va

a3

at Sight.

MflflRh

MORRISONS DENTAL ENGINE!

Saloon For Sale.
K.COOD Wil l AND FIVTURKS of
of the oldest and best saloons in Belfast, locatSr«M
ed
Church street under Bierce’-

burned out, lias started again with a new
and complete stock, in Western Corner Store, upper
i l«- of Main St., Stockton, Me.
Prices

LATEST IMPROVED

1

MONEY WANTED.

♦

per Week.

< int. Win. U. KOI \
<
;ij»t. .1. 1*. .IOPNSoN,
; Will I«■ :*' e I»«• 1 f;i•• t i‘.r J;.
pvorv
MOMiAV,
W I .I'M>l».U
HU
.mil > \W \u>\\
H
Im k I
\|.
; :i t
v • r\
Keturnimr. will Iran It..'ton
M()M)A^
: II T>l>V\. Hll h*<l»A'i ck lif I I>A >i at l-.’t* .\i

These celebrated IUtters are composed of choice Hoots, Herbs, and
JSarhs, among which are Oentian, Sarsaparilla, Wild Cherrg,
Dandelion, .Juniper, and other
berries, and are so prepared as to
retain all their medicinal qual-

lie found at tin* < 1.1 <t:md (-1
l’>V. Moon*, eornor of < linrch ;fnd
Spring Stivots. lias all tin* latest
in'Trunll Ul' 1“r operating iijiiiii i« i-th, m

May still

next year ou
14, 1&74.
parents having dautih
educate are respectfully requested to corn*
spond with the Principal before deciding to send
them elsewhere. Catalogues, giv ing full particulars,
Qent to all applicants.
HIRAM ORCUTT. A. M., Principal.
Wi SC I ! Ji A X» »N, N. JL. July 27., 1874. iiwl

j

j Recently

-ton. |

Siir'f'p«<5nr tn Dr. P

to

on

Trips

KATAHDIN, CAMBRIDGE,

QUAKER BITTERS

DR. G-. P. LOMBARD,

1 inh-r

Holiday Goods, Clocks,

T

DE1TTISTR7!

Monday, Sept.

tf.l

ilio I'mite! Four

on

-IT.AMI'.i:

Uli. Jd JL1JN T is

Cliurcli Street,
aid
BELFAST, ME.

LADIES' SEMINARY
TILDF.N
opens the Fall Session of the
All

Plows, Pumps, Lead Pipe,
Sheet Lead. Fancy Goods,
Ij

S.I

STODDARD, 0,0,
I) E X T I X

1874.
Establishment completely renovated For
('ireulars and references, apply to
lmo4.
AMBROSE P. KELSEY, A. M.

rpHKKJA.

LOWELL.

Fill! 11!F MASON OF lA7i.
Tim Sli-amt is

Haylord Block,

BBOTT FAMILY SCHOOL FOR BOYS,
AT LITTLE BLUE, FARMINGTON, ME.
Thirty-first year. Fall Term begins August 24,

i\

Goods.

at Law!

4

Stoves, Tin Ware, Kitchen

THE LADIES’

Heroism at Sea.

i'lr London (iazette

harvesting:

Stolen

|

u.i.i:

i>i

G, J

SCHOOL FORGIRLS,

A

ters

Wii

K(hiO\

WALLACE,

OtS'All business entrusted (0 him will receive
rompt attention.

THE WILLOWS, FARMINGTON, ME.
School Year begins September 2d. Instructions
unexcelled. Special facilities for Modern Languages
and Music. Building* finest in New England. For
information, address.
lino*
Mu. & Mrs. N. c. GOODENOW.

S. A. RENDELL.

town.

Winter is near, and -now 3s sweet:
Who knows jf they p,-. seeds of wheat
>r clover, which my bosom fill ?
Who knows how many summers will
Be needed, spent, before one thine

riitkuktjiliia Cor. of the .Veu- York Herald.
'bner my last communication news oi a
Highly important nature has reached me
concerning the designs of the kidnappers
oi little ( iiarlie Itoss, which is calculated
not only to startle all who read it, but at
the same time convince everyone that tiie
infant is in the hands of men who, by their
shrewdness, tart ami cunning, can evade
the pol;
for almost an indefinite length
! time, and,
perhaps, force the father to
comply with their demands. In no better
way can this be shown than by the fact
that the robbers now boast of their security, and that for more than twenty
lavs the police have not ascertained the
first clew t th< ir
hiding place.
I- requent reference has been made to the
cold and brutal letters which have been
-ent to the
parent from time to time, but
by alt means tli most important and interesting of these was received by the
lather last Thursday, since it clearly and
accurately defines the plan by means ot
which the kidnappers agree to deliver the
child and accept the ransom of $20,000.
I ne ( utliue of this plot is not a
fancy
sketch, blit is the full expose which the
themselves
and
which
made,
kidnappers
subsequent disclosures will prove to be
truIt
"ame to your corrcspondstrictly
* nl in
the most direct way, and is stated
ovelusivi h here tor the first time.

j
i

FOR

HARM BLOCK. Belfast, Me,

THE

NEW FURNISHING.

at Law!

Attorney

Your Taxes and Save the Discount.

GENERAL RENOVATION T^AMILY
1
AT

pen <■. l ull ab-tract of Title. Coupon, Notes, Mori
forwarded on
made direct to lender,
gage, N
completion. New Y oi k and New F.nglnnd references
and lull information sent on application. Sami
-I
t
It
.Mi mu
late governor of Iowa,) 1 *»
Pe Moines, Iowa.
It!
w im..

THK.

GEO- E.
M., Principal.

SUBSCRIBER will be at the Assessors
Office daily from August 1st to August loth,
from y A. M., to 1 1*. M., to receive the taxes of
those who wish to avail themselves of the discount.
Sw 1
I). L. PITCHER, Tax Collector.

AMERKANHOU SE

tlniy trade.

I'l UN Is.-

Pay

JOHNSON,

14
STREET, BELFAST.
Office* formerly occupied l.v I:. K. Boyle.

taxes;-

keeps on hand all parts of Sewing Machines,
Shuttles, Bobbins, Screw-drivers, Needles, &c, Also
ill kinds of keys for locks.

J

TH0M1».N0\\.

Fallow.

Thn

shown

C O FFINS

below mo. on the liill,
Great lii-Uls of gram their t*nliie-< lill:
1
golden fruii bend- down the trees:
i : <■ bee pants through the clover bod-,
\m.I oannot t:iste of half the heads:
l h
farmer stands with greedy eye-.
\w \ ‘-'Hints hi*' harvest’s growing si.

1>’ ready for my
And after all, if

fully

“The Pioneer,”

v.

But to no field

Sewing Machines, Guns, Pistols, Locks,
Umbrellas, Parasols, &c., Repaired.

E.

Attorney
MAIN

commence

Tuesday, August 18th, 1874,
ami continue fourteen w eeks.
For further information address
4'v3*
G. M. BODGE, A.

RICH FARMING LANDS

my heart's great silence
lip
iiose a terrible cry, “Alone!
Aot only to-day. but forevermore
Till thy feet have struck the Eternal shore.
And the journey of life bo done.
And the cross that Jesus carried before.
I- laid at the foot of His throne."

Full Term of this Institution will

on

was doing well, and had boon
in: AlfD COnnERCIAL
1AMTITCTE, Hi*w Haven. Conn.
carefully looked after. The parties had
The subscriber informs his obi friends and
avoided arrest for twenty days already, I ortieth year. Propartory to College, the Scientilic
Die public t hat ho 1ms resumed the manageor Business, with systematic and thorough
ment of the American House, and that he
and could remain equally secure for any Schools training
by military drilling, gymnastics,
physical
will proceed at once to renovate it from top
&c. Catalogues sent on application. \VM,
length of time. They had no fear what- rowing,
to bottom and refurnish it with entirely
ever of apprehension.
The parties were H. JlLsril'U Principalnew lurmtnre, ana in all respects make it one ol the
best hotels in the State.
acquainted with the father, and were also
Having had long experience in the hotel business,
aware of the operations ot the police, and
liu llatters himself that travellers and guests who
that unless the demand made was compatronize the American House will tind a good table,
good rooms and attentive waiters.
IX XKBIiVSKA.
plied with they would most assuredly
H.
LANCASTER.
2‘Jtf
Belfast, NoV* 2d, 1BTTL
"put the child away:' that they knew
NOW
FOR
VERY
SALE
CHEAP.
their business, and that theii terms must
tie met.
Such, in brief, was tiie contents of their Ten bars Crrilil, Interest finh (I lVr C< nt.
CASKETS
iast note, and ii is as clear as day that
while the police have been trying to reek
for
Send
them they have regularly followed the op- A handsome Illustrated
paper, containingthe ]|n\n
erations and movements of the authorities.
A NL\Y NUMBF.il just published.
r.ai» I.w.
Address
This supposition shows itself clearly in Mailed free to nil parts of the world.
o. 1
I)A\ IS,
* on
if very '•-tv!.* and
band and
the circumstance of the remarkably shortI and Comini'::loner l
P. K. 1;..
O.UAll 1,-Nl i*.
length ot time intervening between the
T R 1 M M I ’, l >
hour the letters have been received. For
1 1 P
Agents for ( HARLEM SU.ttinstance, a letter mailed at two o'clock by A\TAN
n.
N
P.
(ill.hv
Banks.
lElt,
\V
Bishop
the kidnappers reaches the father at three, i. ui II w \ and \Ym. It. Couneij., 1.1.1)., with
of ( ;»rl Schur;*, <leo. \V. Curtis and others.
showing conclusively that the communi- eulogies
SHORT NOTICE
.1
E xclusive territory. N<> competition. Adore*
cations must needs be dropped into the ft. I aide, ]'uhli>ht r. It- ion
A
main office or else in a box near by.
eonclnsivelx.
of
that
instead
too.
showing
j TEN PER CENT. NET.
.h 4.
being concealed in an out of the way i Thr- Iowa L oan and Trust Company. Des
the
are
in
the
kidnappers
place,
moving
j
Moines, Iowa.,
Prices Reasonable.
most public resorts, and are manipulat ing invest money for F.astern lenders at ten percent,
their correspondence right under tho in*efe t. net. payable -emi-annmilly at the ( hemicnl
Bank. New York. Vll loans secured <>n im
shadow of the Centra! Ilead-iMiarter- of National
j. roved Beal F.state, and the collection in full r/unr
the detective police.
anfi-'-'f hv the t'ompany. Lenders subject to no ex

m

\mongbis fields,

The

Walker.)

No. 46 Main St-/v“!ull’s

i lie child

the baby laughter.
Of the soft cheek nestled to mine.
Of the dear little feet that knew no rest,
Ami the drowsy cooing.* on mother’s breu-t.
-vnd the eyes whose liquid shine
il id smiled their last as the sweet lips pr.-t
i' > the passionate pain of mine.

A!h*\

&

r

lie

matter is

Till: I'OI.I.OWIXi

thought of

Ami

(Successor to V cum

G.

Stevens Plains, Me.

MACHINIST.

in the letter which the kidnappers soul to
the father at the close of last week, of
which brief mention was made in the Her4&i£ ?
ald to-day. Failing through the “personA HSousoItold without Takkaxt’s Seltzkk
als" to receive any answer to this plan Ai*i:ku:nt >»*ifcliin roach, lacks an
important safefrom the, father, the thieves sent a com- guard of health and life. A few doses of this standmunication clothed in language intensely ard remedy for indigestion, constipation and bilous>■ e\ erv distressing symptom and
ness, reli.
prevent
bitter, and which contained
dangerous eon e.jupncos. I'or sale by the entire

night.

| WESTBROOK SEMINARY,

GEO. T. READ,

Ilch) Shbertiscmcnts.

a

but all of them

\t>

i:n. \

i■< u:

I' \TK\ I

II. EDDY

SOLICITOR OF

PATENTS
or Pisi^iis

Ti.i lr Mark;

I'nr Imfnli.'n

No. 70 Slat;- St. opposite

\\>

I !.1!

:tit

bit'll-

'•"Minn*

vc

Kilby St. Boston
|»ranirt- ..r upwards of

in the l nit.
uni other f.n
A
merits, nut I ,i !1 •:»
fur rati nt
xc< ute.l on r« us.
:tl»le tei ni'. v, ii I despatch.
IP < arches made
tel mine t in
a I ill it
a ml m iii> •. ..i
l *a tents .it' I m
li"li', ami lean! ainl otter .nI\ it-.- rendered in a!
matters touching tin- <:inn
('opie-* of the claim
\
any patent funu-he.l In remitting om-dollar.
recorded
in
\\
signmenfs
a'hingt.m.
A o ti/rii- i/ in /hr I 'nit. / si,it. < /ton--. <« -* '//*«
rtnnttnn t!
t'nri/it/ex f<‘i‘ obtainin'/ I'm}Hitr))tabi/iti/ in inrrntir<r
t.. W ;t-1:111t.n to pp.
Ml necessity of a ji'iirm
cure a Patent, and the imiiiI irr« it
there. ar.
here <a\ eti ills eiilor
II
I 1 Mt >N I Vl.S
:,rs

*1

M‘

t.»

inir<

Patents

P.riiaiii, l-'rance

■

*•'

<

:t\

<

.«1

|.«

.*

“I regard Mr IM-T'
succe-sfnl p'-ai titi'u"
licial intercourse

bn

til

■

the nn.-t .upabh ainl
uli whom l has- hail
HAfJI.I-.s MASON.
v siui’s'r ot Patent*.

as.me.it
r-

vs

•

■

•I have tn» Inv itation in assuring inventors that
they cannot emplov a man marc competent and trust
/earth ;t and more capable of putting their appli.
rions in a form to secure for them an earlv and favor
able consideration at the Patent Otlice.
kJ>Ml Nh 1*1 ItK T. late < '.ini's'r of Patent"Mr. It. H. hum has made for n»o over Til I KIN
applications lor 1‘atents. having be. u successful iu
almost e\ ei-v cao such unmistakable proof of great
talent ami abilitv on his part leads metorecommend
\i i. inventors to apply to him to
procure their pa
tents, as they may be sure of
having the most faith
lul attention bestowed upon their cases, and at v er>
rea-mual.le charce.
I.M1N l Mil. Mil
i
»
i
u. -I
lvrc/.

